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CHAPTER !I 
'l'herC'it' h~s· been. much ·atd.d about .. child1-en and thet~ a.b1l• 
i ~ ' 
1t7 to· 'obtain knowledge it it is prope:r:-1'1 pres~)ilted to them.. 
·Bakerl1n'l945 gives the results·ofh~~ study which at• 
. . . ' 
.. "1. ' '1!0 call a ttent1on 'to. the rich resource which 
11es in the questions oh~ld'X*&n ra.1$e,. 
2. ··To indicate ·.to faculti.es of Teachers' Ool.-
leaes the field$. of knowlt>dge w1th wbiob. ~fl.f;!)mente.r.7 
' ' 
". ; 
t$aeheFS · ahould be ·wall . s.,equa.!nted;t. 
5tt To susgest means .by.wh1oh~ childrents ques-. 
tiona may give 41reot1on to the .cnw1oulum of' the 
& . . 
1nte~ed1ate g:l'ades ·and '.Ueacbe~•:s College;• 
An analysis was made ot 01 280 questions of 11 408 obil• 
d:ren from gradea three ·through a1:tt wh1ob :vepresented vari!)US 
aoeio•economic ·classes., The questions. weilre obtained by he:r .. 
request to teachers• These were supp1emented by obse~vat1~n 
in twelve schools haviug as near.noma.l. elass condltions e.a 
posslblth 
2 
--
.., 
She·oonelude4 that; 
1. · In g):oQdea t'h.ree to s1x many interests l'"lln oono'tl%*• 
' " . 
teJJ.tl7 and ma,- be e:mpected to eont1nue ·for sevel'al. ,-ears 1n a. 
g1v$n aitea·. 
3 
··. 2.,: .. Origins. arid causes ·o£ natural ·and social phenomerut. 
are bigb., Ob.ildren destre aid in the 1nterp:Peta t1on of observed. 
facts. 
3fr Neal'l'$' f1f't';V percent of. the ques tiona:; olHla:tn:ed cattu!t 
w1 thin areas eonnnoi"Jly known as social studies.- 'Th1:tttzr•e1ght per-
cent called for aeieat!.ftc .tn.formatton.· ·. 1· .. 
4. Teachers need ar1eh battkgJ*oun4 1n the social; .Ph7• 
atoal. and b1olog1oa.1 sciences. Teach.Eri-1 also must keep abreast 
. . . . . 
of .eu:rrent events.2 · 
Yoakam3 believes that. the tu~damen.ta.l ~ose of ques .... 
tiona 1s to stimulate .the child~en to th1nk and. that childrents 
questions reveal our1os1 t:y and that cuMos:t t7 is an important; 
.. 
fe.otor !n leam:tng. . He further sets· ,up the tollow1ng or1teria 
for a good question& .. 
1~ o1arity . 
a~ s1mpl1ei'iey' 
·3~ challenge 
4. spee1f'1c1ty 
5. · deflni teness 
·axb~;~.,.p. 1s9. 
3eerald A. Yoakam and Robert G. ·stmpaon, An Introduct,ion. 
jg, ~Xb;~~f and Jt,earn!ns, ( New Y4):t-lU Ma.emillt:n Company 1 . l934) ~-
PP• · .. · • · ·. . · . 
Yo&.kal1J4 · s ta t$8 : · 
_ . · Qu.es tions are of two · typast ttna tul'al• and "ft)rmalt" . 
!he ttnatural.tt·quest1on·ls one which is askadbeeause 
the·· quas t1 olit$r wants -·to·· know , ~he .. S:l:lSwer.-- Oldl~en' s 
spontaneous qu.eatlon$ $-!tE» ot_ this tJp$,._ the "formal" 
question !a the type asked ~ the -teacher: ln h$~ at• ·. 
tempts tc.. st1mu.la'b~ some type of J-esporJ.se· .on the part 
at· the pupil• · ·- · · · · ; 
4 
Baw:ts5. re:Pti:&ts 'that 'of all the a tt1 tudes 'which ohil.a:ttea 
bring to dbh'Ool there 1$ nothin& that eoopeltates>ittore w!th··the 
purposes o.f' education than the spirit of ou:rios!ty. In oon .... 
trast to Yoakam,· she< eonelu.des ·ths.t there -~e- tlJi.ee general 
. ' . . . ' ' 
olass1f'1oat1ons·under wh1cb'ch1ld:tten's·questior.ts'fall: the wh'f$ 
- . . 
and Wherefores -Of sc!enc~; the_wh'1S and 'WJl.Etrtefo~~S Of_GO!ldUG'J 
the whys and· whe:r:'efores of s e;g• .· re:U .. gion,. dee. th, and. otheat lrJ.TS~ 
te:t"1es of-life.-· 
Speaking on the va~iou.s types of. quest1on's asked 'b7 . ch.~-1-
dren"' Dav1s6 concludes that bo,-s are nto:t'e: 11ke1j than giPls to 
I I ' • 
. ' 
begin their quest1.ons wlth1nterrogat11!eS and tlili't boy$ askmo~e 
quest1onB inV!)lVing OfitUSS Ol' explanation and USUa1ll' 'begin b7 
w- What for._ What: makes, el' Bow. She states that the obtained 
difference in quest1o• for:m ~'Y_be the result of an unequa1· . 
' ' 
a.b111 ty in, he:ndting the inst~ent of language ··a~ ot d1ss1m1la .... 
I 
1 
I ' ' 7 ; '' 0 ' ' 0 ' ' • • 0 
!t7 !n the interests m6t;tvating e~:t.'essionq It f,s f~ther 
1 
. I .•. I .• 4ibid •. , '*p.- lOS. 
' ·, .. 
5:ftbou ·Ha:P:t"!e~ _•WOri.a<i~~lng od. Ask1ng Why~~-~ Pl\!14 §!!E,v, 
11 (Deeembe:Pt 193~), PP• 67_.aa. ·. · ·' · .' . 
. . . . . . .. . 
Gmttb. A. Davis "The Fol'tn and- Function of Ohil.dl!*en's 
Q\1$s'bions, tt Chil.(i DEtveioeen'f,;, s (Ma~ch, 19San • PP• 64•74~ .. 
5 
stated that bora tttay ask llio%'& questions !n. r'egattd to meatd.ng of 
W words beoaus• the,- llav$ J:~a.thel!' more d1ff1:eult7 than g1~la 1n ao• 
qutrtng vocabttlar'N'• She concludes tha. t the length of words in ... 
creases With &g$ and that g1~1sf questions were SQmGWhat lonse• 
than borst questions. Question of fOUP to sa wottds we:t:te ohax-• 
acteXt1st1c of both child:lt$n and a.dult~h 
Further elabo~a t11'1g on ch11bett 's questions, Paher7 re• 
porta that tt !s made tsl~a~ ill the stu.die$ of th~ questiordng 
o~ children of school asa that· the frequency n:f questions ,attked. 
-' 111 the el.assrocll1 t&nds to dee~ease ~- obil4•en g~ow older. 
This 2-eduction in the runount of qu.est:tonf.n.g aet:.ldt,- is a re~ 
gNttable outeome of experiences tn the home and. school which 
tend to tnbib!. t q\l$stion1ng. 
Schcum.feld8 plaees the 1mpol'te.nce of qn:estioning alld 
ourS.os1tr vef!y htgh when he Jtem.arks that. oiv!lt~atlon owes lte 
advance to the d~1ve ot cauf.os1"'* WhQ.eve:v pregress bas been 
made, this t!f!'ait has pl.e.:red an :lm.portant role. Learning• lmowl.• 
edge, realtmation of the comple~ wor11!1 we ltv~ itt ~e a11 de• 
pendent upon tte eont:tnuat:ton~. ·'.fhis imponence of questlonlns 
ts futhe:r borne out b'y. Y~a.da-9- Who, ~elates tbia.1» ,the question 
~. . · ·· · · 'Ge~xage ·L. Fahe7~ "The Questioning Aot1v1t7 ttf Old.l.d.l'en.1 " 
Ped1jlgos!.e.a1 Sel'll1na.rz, eo ( 1942) _ p~ 34S., . . 
~ey D. Schoenfeld, · notu'iosi t,- As A Symptom;" Ch1ld 
Stttd.z, ll. {Deeembexe, l,.93~), p~ 73,. . . 
. . 9sochieh1 '!'a.mrldat "A. Stad7 ot Question1ns1 " ?eda,sost.ea.l 
SeJllinal!l:v:_ S (June, 1913)., P• 130., 
• 
l,'lghtlf, used 1a. a udiwn throqh wh!oh a· teaehe~ oom.es lnto 
the. •losest touch etfeettvel,-:w1thher puptl• 
.. It was ettae1uded by MoO:tt$10 that the qu&stt.ou ot eb1l• 
. ' ~ . 
~en.e.re as good as those of the tee.cheJ.*s WbeJI sba.anal7taed 
study questions toun4 in inte:rme(iiat.e ~de ,te:x:t.ooke• .. She 
~l.ass1tied· the qu.esttons ln the tollowtng wa.7t ' ·. · · 
I• l4$lllOJ7 Questtona 
l~ Ques.t:tens OQll1ns toX" seleottve x-Eiad1ng and 
!. QUestions ealling to!* %'Gad1ng,.gmap11J$#·e.n.d 
~ellibering an ex-sattf.sed body of. ater1al• 
II. ~ought Questions 
lt Oa'tttiUll l'eaSO;pd.ng 
(a) Based on analogy, 
( b·) Be.sea. on ~ea~Jon1ng and S'Wisment 
( o·) Based on anal.~g~ (ilUd Judgment 
a. · Oompar1son. ~Xi oontx-ast 
· (.a). . Findlng likenesses only 
· · .(b). F1tld1ng dtf.twenees ... 
(c) FlmU.hg ltk~nesses and dttf!s~enf&ea _· 
(d) Comparison. and evalua.tton OX' cho1ee 
... . 
• 
6 
·~~ • -x®~:U:te· :m.· Mdoxre~ "An Anitlysis ot s_a., Qut:u:r~ons F~und 
in. ~extbooks for.:J:llte:rmed1ate,G):'ades,n l!llgen.tm Sehoo1 tfO'Ili!S!;l, 
27. (Se~tember, 1926)1 pp, 1~4-sos •. 
.a. B;eorsantraatton of facts - g:t-oup1ng 
. . . . .. . .. . ' 
. (a} Grouping o.nl37 
' .· \ ' . 
{b) . G~oup1ng and eva1uatlon olt eb.otee 
' . ' •: '. ' 
4, Reottganisatio~ of faots """ blag1natton · 
o ' • • o I ! ,• • ', ; l 
5 '~ ' 
. {~) R~t&nstruetiye lmaglnat!oa .. mental 
. . . . 
' . . ' 
' pietve 0~ 'mental pietttre and verbal, 
e:xpress1on 
(b) .Reeonst~ct:lve 1mag1nat1on invel.ving 
(e) 
,(d) 
cons tr~ot1 v.e expression 
Oonstru~ttve 1mag1na.t1on 
''. ' .. 
. ' . '' ·. 
Oonst~uet!.ve !~ag1nat1on. 1nvolv1q 
. . . ~ ' . 
cont,:!t:r-uet!ve exp:ression 
• ,' ' ' I ~ r ' ' 
(a) Wo!t'da and pbltasea 
. (b) Interenoes from sltuat1ons presented 
' ' . . . . ' . 
fJ• Appltea t1on Of a p:tt!D.c!.ple. o~ detbii t1oa 
' ' ' 
.7 •. Selective ~eall 
e.. -Q:tt1 t:toism ..... f.o.1ng judgments anc:i opln1ona 
9 ~ Anal'JS1E! . 
104 :tnter;pl'Stat!o~ of map s,.Dlbols 
(a) . Map 'r~ad~ng 
(b) Map :eonatru.ctton 
11. Xntel'pretat!on. of p1ottWes 
12. · Se1eet1v" .:reading. 
7 
· · 15.. General.tslng as to o.entral idea of e. 
body Qif .mate!'ial· 
· 14. · . Outl1rdng the. •1n points ·e.nd auJ;)pGrt1ng 
15, Ree.sonin.g ·as to ·.titllGi distance, .,and. 
area· 
8 
In prefacing .. the· eonolusions to .her stud'f of 3,650 spon• 
taneous questions e.~k&db7. seventy.,..th~~a·~hildl'en rang:tng 1n 
age from tbr.f;u~ to .twelve, ·l?av1~llrepo~ts• 
. ' .• • • •·· •.• 1 '· 
. Further: etud7. 0,~. oit~lare.r;\ ~s. q.uestlons along 
many lines 1a n.eeaect betore · any · detintt'e con.elu• • 
a ions o~ ·be ~d.z*~wn4t . fte ~ta, ane.~ysed h~e · 1n-
d1oa.te that the children 1tf the pttdsent day Ame:r-
1:ean home of. the upper-·socto•eeon01l1c levels 
$mploy questioning, as doe.s the Oltd1narr a.dul t, 
because 1 t is an effio1~nt and convenient means 
ot extraot:tng satisfaction fxabm contact with 
other pEu>ple, aequ1~1ng. intQrma t1 on about exter• 
nal reality, perfecting his command of the in-
strument of ·langue.ge, and achlevtih.'tg. adaptation to 
th. e phys!:eal. and social environment in wh:tch he 
finds himself,. , · . . . · · · 
. - J . 
From her oolleote.d. data o.am~ .. th~ fol;Low!ng conclusions a 
• r '• I • ,I '• • ' 
1 •.. Bo7$· qu,esttoned a'J'; .a. faster. pace than. .girls, 
but JCUnger cbild.3J'en do n.ot ask ques~~ons faster' tban olde:e 
child:ren.. 
a. · Questions deman.d1ng casual. explan!ltions were 
asked mo*'e 'b7 b07$J girls questtoned more about social rela• 
tions. 
·t- I 
'' ··. 
in.tereste • ' ':: '.' 
5., In questions etart1tig :t:rom ·a s:btg1e top1o1 
theJte was ~o d1tfer$nee in age· Olt ae.a:.l.n asld.ue; a ae:f~es of 
logf.ca.ll:y rele.te.d questions. · 
€J, Fort,--. two pe~eent ·of adult·. questions were fJf 
. six woros or. less, and -onlr seven of the five h11ftdred adult 
questions t:a~e,edecl. the tn.aidmtuzi length to~ the.· eh1ldren .• ·1e· 
• • '; !, '' ' i ,· :·. _- . 
F\lrth&);l beBl'!ng oU,t the taot. that eh1l.dJ~en $lie able 'to 
ask. good quest!.ol'J.$ 1s t~:statermntt·bzr. Stom13 ·tfu1t pupils ax-e 
able to ask questions tbBt are $qttally S.$ sensible as those 
asked. b7 teaehers •. ·. HEJ tUFtli$r states that· "· •• 1t ·the ·pupils . 
. 
ask as socd .questlo1ur ·.tls· do teachex-s, the pupils' oertatnl,-
ou.gbt ta be the ones·toask·the questiona1 beeause almost all 
will agPee that the· pexason · ·wbo .ts . doing real: th1nktng ts th• 
one who is ask!llS himselt or someone else quest1oris. 1•14 
' ' . 
9 
13H. a~.· s tortn. "Who Can Ask Bettel." · Que.s t1ons, . ~eaehex-s 
or Pupils?" ~~entarJt Schoo~ ,8otn*nal• 18 {April., 1929)_. P• 616. 
14Lo.o.- c1 t• ·~~
stev~na·l& : sats · : .> · 
·. . •!fh&:re· ts· :ltttle<4bu'bt''bttt ·tb.Elt :the 'best quel:ltton 
so fu ·as ntot·iV'ation :ts. eono.~~ne:a :~• .:the one.· a peXJ.-
. eon .asks ·:When 'h.& ·r~a1·:t.r··w1shes ·to· •knew· soJUeth1ng1 ... · 
the 1(1n4 ·that ct)):nee.· spor.ttaneoualy When 'he ·seek$ ln-.. 
f'omat1on to l?o'IUld out ·ana pfiomote :thought ·at ju~t 
the point ·Whe:fie help 'is :neeCled•·•·•-, , In · estima't1ng 
·the qual1t7 of :a to~a1· questi:toni ·z ·ahoul(l •sa7 ·t;here 
.are at ·least ·tlu'ee e·leJn.E:lJ;lf;a ·we need. ·i» ·,novt: .. ( l) the 
depee of •refJ;.ectt'on·'1t a'timula'tee~; i(2} ·t·ts ··adapts: .... 
'bil:ity to the Slt1)6~1enc~ and the WOXtk of :the pup!,l;J 
,( 3) · ·1 ts · ''moto~•powe-r·f in· ··dt-awlng · ·forth. ·a 'wfiill<!!t:~tounded 
thought and adequa:ile $XJPt-$ss·:ton :to'l' the ·sam&•·•·· ~ It 
'is impossible to ·say that a ·WJ17 question ·wtl1's:twa" 
be a bette:ra one than ·a. When o~ :a What qu.estlon, 'be .... · 
.cau.ae there 'are :o·thet- ·elGments besides .from:• that ·en• 
ter'"'1nto the. oons1daset1on of' qu.nlit)r: or. worth~ ·~··a ~ . 
. ohtld' .qu.est,!~rJ:s. ·pe~s1.stentl'V in b:ts search .for' ktiowl· 
edge, ·and· his. qu~stions w~· W$ll•~1me~ and P,urposeful 
fcrces· tor edttes. t1on. · · . '· . · · · -
:10 
It ts the bel:t:e.f of .. ounntn~6tba.t · the !nab!l!t~t ~to ask 
intelligent quest~oiuJ· s&X>1ou.s1y handieaps stttdenf;s like the. 1:n""" 
ab1l1 t1 tO read. : · · · 
· Pi!ll)e:tlV . co~ants · · · •· >~ ·; ·;': · 
· '!here ars,. ·of couse, · •qu·est!ons rel.atilis ''to · 1nlme- · 
diate. exper,ene~s of .the chlld1 que:t.-1•~ .s~inn11a:ted ·. 
by the ch1ld "·s ' 1ncres.s1 ng knowledge of. l:tfe about 
him, and there ax-e answers wh!.oh he need~$, !J:i order · :. 
that h~ may better coordinate what he :al~ead,- knOw$,. 
. j •• ' • • ' • 
. . . 1SRomm1et Steve~s_. !rhe guest1op as a.-Th:ea_!RP.~ .of E.ff1-.. · 
eitr~nex l!l. ,I11St!'Uct1ol\ - A crrt:tcai . rrcty~of. Olas.~~Of'!D; P~ctioe,. 
Oontr!but!ons to Ed\10ation, No .. 48 ew. orkt weaQheJ'fs oX-
lege, Oo1umbta University' 1912)1' PP* 72•'15. ' .· ·. · · . . 
. . l6Jarnes v. Cu.nn1ngham, '*Raised ·Questions," Hie ,Po·i~tg, 
93 (ApX'll, 1941), PP•. 5~-54~ . · · . · . .. . · . 
" . . . . ' ' . . 
. 17cec!.l P11pe~, ~l;teading Between the Lines," Child 
St;tld:y;;, · 11 (Deo~ber, · ~33) 1 . P• '7~~ 
•• 
' . Yoak~~a· :iteia.tes that' sp(nttaneous' questions of oh:tlcilt$11 
are pr~b,ably iof gjeat., im.pwtanee in 1ndleatlq .their'' 1rtte,e·$ts 
' f • ' ' • 
and suggesting lines, of 1nqu1:t7 cif' s~ee.t' t~e11nesa for tbein. ' 
· .. '\ 
'.. . ' .. 
. :PBOCED'Olm . 
·mJ1e pamgt>apha upon. which the · questions w~l*e · b~sed ·we" 
devised .bzr Je~ld.~~ ·ltt. '8ll associat:tonal '~ead!ng •test. ·. ' 'l'he; co-
• • I • 
e.r:rtcient of o·o~ele.ilori;'b~·tween··th&,two .. :te$t· £~~a· •. used wa.s 
t933, Stat1sti~all~ th~ ·®~eta Mola between the 'tJfo. forms~ ot 
' . 
the assooiat1onal reading tet:lt is postttve and high. 
In· C)rder ·for! a ··lntp!.l 's ··~u.e~t1on to be. aGoepta.ble, it . 
. had to meet the tollow1ng· e:f1ter1at 
· ··l, ··'the questions must.be relevant tt,· the 
read1ne; ee1eot1o.n., 
r • , M 1 • 
2. *l'he answ~r t& .. th~ pupil ts . que st1on mu.t!t 
· ·not.b'(#·$:tated.·.~n the· ~ee:d:tftg, sel.ec~o~ . 
. s·.· , Even .though. mo:f'e emphasis was p·1Jl•e4 · 
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FORM A 
Associational Reading Skills 
1_5 
QUESTIONS AND ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Name ................... .............................................................. . 
Circle one Boy Girl 
Teacher 
DIRECTIONS TO PUPIL: 
1. You will need sharp pencils and an eraser. 
2. Read carefully. 
3. Work neatly and thoughtfully. 
4. You may have as much time as you need. 
5. When you finish, put your pencil on your desk and stay quietly at your seat until your 
teacher collects your test booklet. 
SCORING CHART 
Questions Activities 
Who ........................... . When ........................... . Reading .................. . Collecting .................. . 
Which ........................ . Where ......................... . Writing ....................... . Dramatizing ............... . 
What ... ...... .... ...... ....... . Why ............................. . Talking ....... ................ . Observing ................... . 
How ........................... . Can .............................. . Listening .................... . Constructing ............... . 
Is, are, was, were ............................ . 
Do, does, did ............. ..... ...... ...... ....... . . 
Have, has ............................................ . 
Total Score ........... ....... .. ............... . Total Score ................................. . 
Reading Achievement (Grade Equivalent) .......... ..... ............................ .......... . 
Speed of Handwriting (Letters per minute) .............. ..................................... . 
M.A ........... ................... . 
C. A ................................ . 
I. Q ................................ . 
DIRECTIONS: 
This story is done for you. It shows how to do Exercises I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. As you 
read this story about nylon, think of QUESTIONS to ask and ACTIVITIES to do to help you find 
answers to your questions. 
THE STORY OF NYLON 
Through the centuries our ancestors learned how to weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural 
fibers of wool, flax, silk, and cotton. In this way they produced many beautiful fabrics. However, 
there were certain factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of these fabrics. 
In 1938, from the research laboratories of DuPont came nylon. The first great use of nylon was 
for ladies' stockings. The year after the discovery of nylon, more than 500,000,000 pairs of hosiery 
were made. 
The making of nylon is a very interesting process. Nylon starts life as a salt, a combination 
of two chemicals. The different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched makes it suitable for 
different purposes. The size of nylon is measured in deniers. 
Today nylon is used in many kinds of manufacturing. The strength, long wear, toughness, light 
weight, easy washing and fast drying qualities qf nylon make it especially desirable not only for 
stockings but for many kinds of clothing. 
As I read this story I thought of questions about nylon and activities I could do to he~p me 
find answers to my questions. 
I Here are the questions suggested to me by the story. 
1. What were some of the beautiful fabricls which our ancesters produced? 
2. How did they weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural fibers? 
3. Who made the first fabric? 
4. When was the first fabric made? 
5. What were the factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of wool, flax, silk, 
and cotton fabrics? 
6. Where are the research laboratories of DuPont located? 
7 Where is the nearest place to our school where nylon is being made? 
8. How is nylon made? 
9. What are some of the different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched? 
10. What is a denier? 
11. In what kinds of manufacturing is nylon being used today? 
12. Why is nylon so tough, strong, light in weight, and fast drying? 
13. What kinds of clothing are made from nylon? 
14. What is the natural color of nylon? 
15. How is nylon dyed? 
16. How does the cost of nylon compare with that of other fabrics? 
17 What is the possible future for nylon? 
18. Has nylon any disadvantages? 
19. How was nylon discovered? 
II Here 1s a list of activities or things to do, which will help me answer my questions about nylon. 
1. Read about fabrics in books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, and pamphlets. 
2. \Vrite to DuPont for samples of nylon fabrics and pamphlets on the making of nylon. 
3. If there is a nylon manufacturing plant nearby, write to make arrangements to visit the 
plant. 
4. Invite a person who knows about nylo.n to speak to the class. 
5. Make an exhibit of nylon ,products. 
6. Have a bulletin board display 
7 See a film or filmstrip on nylon. 
8. Collect pictures and newspaper clippings. 
9. Make something from nylon. 
10. A demonstration to prove that nylon is tough, strong, light weight, easy to wash, and that 
it dries quickly. 
11. Have an exhibit of samples of many different kinds of fabrics. 
12. Give a report on how nylon is rr.ade. 
EXERCISE 1-A 
If your mind is alert, you are a "question box" Each story will make you think of questions to 
ask and activities to do. As you read the following story, think of questions about this story and 
activities you and your classmates could do to help you find answers to your questions. 
THE KING OF BASEBALL 
We have not always had big World Series games in America. Do you know how people became 
interested in baseball? 
Many years ago in a Southern city lived a little boy named George Herman Ruth. He was 
brought up in an orphanage. At an early age, he was given the opportunity to play with a big base-
ball team. You have probably guessed that this fellow's nickname was Babe Ruth. Babe Ruth 
later played in several major leagues for twenty-two seasons. He appeared in many large cities 
and small towns and in many countries. 
Once Ruth was asked what he liked best in the world and what he would do if he had a million 
dollars. He replied, "What I like best in the world, even better than baseball, is kids, and if I had 
a million dollars, I'd use it to get a private home for every orphan in the country, so none of them 
would have to go to an orphan's asylum." 
Often when he visited sick and crippled children in homes and hospitals, he told them baseball 
stories and gave them gifts which he autographed for them. 
One of the many interesting stories told about Babe Ruth was the time he found a little news-
boy crying because he had not sold his papers. Babe took the papers and sold them for him. He got 
anywhere from a dime to a dollar for each copy. 
Babe Ruth was the most popular player that baseball has ever known. He made many people 
ha,ppy, young and old. A million boys will tell you he was - "one grand guy" 
I Now list the questions you thought of as you read this story about Babe Ruth. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE II-A 
Here is another story for you to read. As you read it, think of questions to ask and activities 
to do related to the story. 
THE ALPHABET 
When you were little, you said your A B C's. Now you call it the aLphabet. Did you ever stop 
to think what it would be like not to have an alp habet ? How would you write a letter? How could 
you read this page? 
There was a time when people could communicate only by talking with each other. Think how 
it would be if you couldn't write to your friend to visit you. You would have to go to his house to 
invite him or have someone else deliver your message - all through talking and remembering. 
Long, long ago people realized that they could not get along without writing down their 
thoughts, so the Egyptians began to use pictures to let others know what they wanted. At firs~ 
these pictures were not used as words. They were ideas in the mind of the writer Later each pic-
ture was used as the sound of a word. Still later the pictures came to represent the first sound of 
a word. 
People who lived in the Sinai ,peninsula about 4000 years ago learned something about the 
way the people in Egypt wrote, so they borrowed what they needed and improved upon it. Then 
they passed their alphabet on to another group of people, the Phoenicians. 
It took a long time to develop the alphabet we use today. There is a history behind each one of 
our twenty-six letters. However, even cur alphabet is not a perfect one. There are several different 
kinds of alphabets in use throughout the world today. Do you know which is the most nearly per-
fect alphabet or why it takes the Chinese so long to write? 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story about the alphabet. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE III-A 
As you read this, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to the story. 
ICE CREAM 
The most ,popular food at a party, a picnic, or even at home is ice cream. With its many flavors 
it can suit the taste of each and every member of the family. It is nourishing and wholesome as 
well as delh:ious. 
It was first made in hand operated freezers consisting of two compartments. Care had to be 
taken not to get the salt from the outside compartment into the cream. The crank, which was at-
tached to the dasher, had to be turned by hand for about twenty minutes. 
Today commercial ice creams are made on the same general principles. There are many large 
plants throughout the United States where ice cream is made. Often the ice cream is packed in 
"dry" ice before it is shipped to stores. The cost of ice cream varies greatly. Even in one store 
prices might range from twenty-five to fifty cents a pint. 
Ice cream can also be made in electric refrigerators at home, but it is not as fluffy and smooth 
as the old-fashioned ice cream, or the u,p-to-date commercial product. 
Many varieties such as frozen polar bars, ice-cream pies, and cake rolls have been created to 
tempt our sweet tooth. Ice cream is served in a variety of ways. What would we do today without 
the great ice cream industry ? 
Ice cream was known to the early Romans. It was served in France and England in the 17th 
century. George W ashingtton often had ice cream at Mount Vernon. Dolly Madison was the first 
mistress of the White House to serve ice cream to her guests. 
I Make a list of questions about this story you have just read. 
U Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE IV -A 
As you read this story about boats think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
BOATS 
For many thousands of years, people have traveled on the water. During the Stone Age man, 
discovered that some things float. He tied together a bundle of reeds to make a raft. Next man 
learned to .make canoes from logs. These first canoes were called dugouts. Thousands of years later, 
man invented oars. The Phoenicians developed ships called galleys. The galleys often used three 
hundred oarsmen. 
The next important discovery in boats came when man learned how to make the power of the 
wind move his ships. However, he soon realized that sails were not enough because when the 
wind died down the ship would not move. Some of the best sailing ships were built in the United 
States in the 19th century. 
More recent developments in water transportation were the steam boat and motor ships. The 
invention of the compass also helped navigators. There are many specialized types of boats as oil 
tankers, ore boats, fruit ships, and refngerator ships. Today we use hundreds of products such as 
coffee, bananas, rope and rubber which are brought to our country by ship. 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
J 
" I 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE V-A 
As you read this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to this topic. 
THE ATLANTIC CABLE 
A hundred years ago, if someone in America wanted to send a message to someone in Euro.pe, 
the only way he could do it would be to write a letter This letter would be sent by boat across the 
ocean. The message would arrive at its destination about two or three weeks after it had been 
written. Thit was a long time. Business men wanted and needed some way to carry on communica-
tion in a faster way. 
The Atlantic Telegraph Company was organized for the purpose of la»ng telegraph cables 
across the Atlantic Ocean. In 1857 two ships each with half a cable on board steamed to the middle 
of the Atlantic. This was halfway between Newfoundland and Ireland. The cable was spliced and 
then the ships steered in opposite directions. It was a discouraging task as the cable broke several 
times while being laid. Finally on August 5, 1858 the cable was safely landed. 
A few days later on August 13, the first message crossed the ocean on this cable. Queen Victoria 
sent a ninety word message to President Buchan an which took sixty-seven minutes to send. Be-
cause the current was very weak, the cable was practically useless. It worked for only about three 
months and then burned out. 
Much thought was given to the materials which might be used to make a better cable. Finally, 
in 1866, after twelve years of hard work, the first successful Atlantic Cable was laid. Cyrus W 
Field deserves much credit for this work. 
In order to send a message of twenty words, you would have to pay $100.00 with $5.00 for 
each additional word. It was not until 1872 that a flat rate of $1.00 a word was charged. Men of 
industry, particularly, were pleased to have this speedy means of communication to help them tn 
their business dealings. 
I Make a list of questions. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE VI-A 
Here is a story about housing projects. As you read it, think of questions to ask and activities 
to do. 
HOUSING PROJECTS 
The early housing projects were attempts to ,provide adequate shelter for people who crowded 
into the citi~s after the Industrial Revolution. The public housing movement expanded in Europe 
after World War I. At this time the "project" idea was developed. In the project, there were some 
individual houses, some duplex flats and some apartments. Every effort was made Ito keep this 
housing inexpensive but of good quality In Europe, housing projects differ greatly according to the 
countries where they are built. Great Britain, Germany, Austria, and the Scandinavian countries have 
many housing projects. 
The United States became interested in these projects about 1930. The United States Housing 
Act provided several kinds of help to groups inte,rested in developing projects. Some of these pro-
jects were built on the garden city idea. World War II brought about a need for defense housing. 
Today housing projects in the United States provide four types of homes. The first type is 
those built to replace very old homes which are dangerous for people to continue to live in. The 
second house temporary war workers. The third is the Veterans' housing project. The fourth is 
to meet the needs of families with moderate incomes. 
Most of these homes are built for people with children and the number of rooms a family may 
have depends on the number of children in the family and their ages. The rent to be paid depends 
upon which of the four types the family lives in. 
With the increased interest of the Federal and State governments in financing and planning, 
more and better housing is being made available at lower costs. 
I Make a list of questions. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE VII-A 
As you read this story about water, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
WATER 
If we study a globe, we find that sections of it show water in greater areas than land. There is 
water, water everywhere. Almost three-fourths of the surface of the Earth is water. ;There is water 
below the surface of the earth which we don't often think about until some of it reaches us in some 
way. That is the water which is essential for our living. Water is a necessity. All living and grow-
ing things in Nature's World need water, and get it in various different ways. We realize the im-
portance of water to growing things after a season with little or no rain. 
If for a long, long period of time, we and all the rest of the world had no rain, how different 
everything would look and how differently we would be living. There are the desert regions of the 
world where people are living the way they do because of the dryness of their climate. 
Should we think of the other extreme and have rain, steady rain, for weeks and weeks at a time, 
we no longer would want to think of the great importance of water. We have all heard of the des-
truction of floods and most of us, no doubt, have seen some scenes of it. 
Unfortunately, there is some destruction of rain and water going on all the time. Man and 
science are attempting to control this destruction in order to conserve our land and keep Nature's 
beauty. 
The many helpful and favorable things about water out-number those which are unpleasant. If 
we include in our thinking the many different things we use which come from oceans and seas, we 
can easily decide that the water part of the earth, as well as the land part, has many important 
things about it. 
I Make a list of questions about this story. 
II Now make a list of activiti~s. 
EXERCISE VIII-A 
Here is the last story for you to read. It is a bout the interesting subject of weather. As you 
read it, think of questions and activities related tc this topic. 
WEATHER 
Many times you have heard people talk about the weather. Weather is of great impOJ;tance 
in many kinds of work such as fishing, farming, and aviation. Years ago people tried to predict the 
weather by the colors of the sunset, how the birds flew, and by other signs. Today scientific know-
. 
ledge is used to predict the weather. 
The United States Weather Bureau m Washington, D. C., makes several weather reports each 
day. The work of this Bureau includes many activities. There are at least five forecast centers and 
about four hundred observing stations in the United States, Canada, Alaska, and the West Indies. 
Weather reports are also received by radio from ships at sea. Barometers, thermometers, anemomet-
ers, wind vanes, and sounding ballons are some of the instruments used to predict weather condi-
tions. 
The daily forecasts which we hear on the radio or read in the newspapers have been shown to 
be correct from 85 to 90 per cent of the time. Therefore, each time you hear a weather report, it has 
nine chances out of ten of being correct. 
The Weather Bureau is well known for its daily weather maps. The Bureau also has an Aero-
logical Division which does much work to help aviators. 
The air, the water that air contains, and the sun make weather. Today man is doing many things 
about weather He has learned not only how to forecast weather, but how to prevent floods and how 
to irrigate dry land. As you study more about weather, you will learn why the sun shines, clouds 
fly, winds blow, and rain falls. 
I Make a list of questions about weather. 
'. ' 
' • 
U Now make a list of activities. 
COPY THIS STORY ABOUT RUBBER AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN. 
Many years ago some men found the Indians playing with balls made from the gum of a tree. 
These men brought some of this gum back to Europe. One man told how he had seen people use the 
gum to rub pencil marks from paper. It was better than the bread crumbs they had been using. They 
called this gum rubber. Rubber comes from rubber trees. These trees grow in rows like our apple 
trees. The trees need great care as they grow. A tree is ready to be ta,pped when it is about five or 
six years old. Inside the bark of the tree is something that looks like milk. It is called latex. It is 
this latex that makes rubber. Some of the clothes we wear as well as many things we use every day 
are made of rubber. 
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QUES'FIONS. AND ACTIVITIES FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Name ................................................................................. . 
Circle one: Boy Girl 
Teacher: ........................................................................... . 
DIRECTIONS TO PUPIL: 
1. You will need sharp pencils and an eraser. 
2. Read carefully. 
3. Work neatly and thoughtfully. 
4. You may have as much time as you need. 
5. When you finish, put your pencil on your desk and stay quietly at your seat until your 
teacher collects your test booklet. 
SCORING CHART 
Questions Activities 
Who ........................... . When ........................... . Reading ..... ............. . Collecting ..... ............. . 
Which ........................ . Where ......................... . Writing .. .... ...... ........ ... . Dramatizing ............... . 
What .......................... . Why ..... ..... .... ............... . Talking ....... ................ . Observing ................... . 
How ........................... . Can ... ........................... . Listening .................... . Constructing .......... ..... . 
Is, are, was, were ......................... ... . 
Do, does, did ................ .......... ....... .. ... . 
Have, has ............................................ . 
Total Score ................................... . Total Score .... ........................... .. . 
Reading Achievement (Grade Equivalent) ..................................................... . 
Speed of Handwriting (Letters per minute) ...................... .......... ................... . 
M.A .............................. . 
C. A ............................... .. 
I. q ................................ . 
DIRECTIONS: 
This story is done for you. It shows how to do Exercises I, II, III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII. As you 
read this story about nylon, think of QUESTIONS to ask and ACTIVITIES to do to help you find 
answers to your questions. 
THE STORY OF NYLON 
Through the centuries our ancestors learned how to weave, knit, dye, print and finish th€ natural 
fibers of wool, flax, silk, and cotton. In this way they produced many beautiful fabrics. However, 
there were certain factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of these fabrics. 
In 1938, from the research laboratories of DuPont came nylon. The first great use of nylon was 
for ladies' stockings. The year after the discovery of nylon, more than 500,000,000 pairs of hosiery 
were made. 
The making of nylon is a very interesting process. Nylon starts life as a salt, a combination 
of two chemicals. The different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched makes it suitable for 
different purposes. The size of nylon is measured in deniers. 
Today nylon is used in many kinds of manufacturing. The strength, long wear, toughness, light 
weight, easy washing and fast drying qualities o,f nylon make it especially desirable not only for 
stockings but for many kinds of clothing. 
As I read this story I thought of questions about nylon and activities I could do to he~p me 
find answers to my questions. 
I Here are the questions suggested to me by the story. 
1. What were some of the beautiful fabric's which our ancesters produced? 
2. How did they weave, knit, dye, print and finish the natural fibers? 
3. Who made the first fabric? 
4. When was the first fabric made? 
5. What were the factors which set limitations on the supply and durability of wool, flax, silk, 
and cotton fabrics? 
6. Where are the research laboratories of DuPont located? 
7 Where is the nearest place to our school where nylon is being made? 
8. How is nylon made? 
II 
9. What are some of the different ways in which nylon is wound and stretched? 
10. What is a denier? 
. 
11. In what kinds of manufacturing is nylon being used today? 
12. Why is nylon so tough, strong, light in weight, and fast drying? 
13. What kinds of clothing are made from nylon? 
14. What is the natural color of nylon? 
15. How is nylon dyed? 
16. How does the cost of nylon compare with that of other fabrics? 
17 What is the possible future for nylon? 
18. Has nylon any disadvantages? 
19. How was nylon discovered? 
Here 1s a list of activities or things to do, which will help me answer my questions about nylon. 
1. Read about fabrics in books, magazines, newspapers, encyclopedias, and pamphlets. 
2. Write to DuPont for samples of nylon fabrics and pamphlets on the making of nylon. 
3. If there is a nylon manufacturing plant nearby, write to make arrangements to visit the 
plant. 
4. Invite a person who knows about nylon to speak to the class. 
5. Make an exhibit of nylon products. 
6. Have a bulletin board display. 
7 See a film or filmstrip on nylon. 
8. Collect pictures and newspaper clippings. 
9. Make something from nylon. 
10. A demonstration to prove that nylon is tough, strong, light weight, easy to wast. and that 
it dries quickly. 
11. Have an exhibit of samples of many different kinds of fabrics. 
12. Give a report on how nylon is rr:ade. 
EXERCISE I-B 
If your mind · is alert, you are a "question box" Each story will make you think of questions to 
ask and activities to do. As you read the following story, think of questions about this story and 
activities you and your classmates could do to help you find answers to your questions. 
THE GREAT ADVENTURER 
Some people never have time to grow old because they do so many interesting things. One such 
person w.as Luther Burbank. He was a horticulturist born about a hundred years ago on a little farm 
m Lancaster, Massachusetts. 
As a child, he loved the flowers that grew around his home. He pretended that each flower was 
his friend and that he had to take good care of it. One day, he became very angry with a bird be-
cause it was eating a . lovely flower. He often dreamed of the day when he would know a great deal 
about tiny seeds and the beautiful plants which they made. Each year he gathered the best seeds to 
save for his garden the following year Once he delighted his friends with funny pictures of animals 
and people which they saw on the pumpkins which came from his garden. When the plants were 
very small he had cut out the pictures with a knife. 
This young Luther later became one of the best-known plant breeders in the world. Each year 
he raised over a million plants for testing. These plants included flowers, fruits, vegetables and trees. 
Whenever he found a new plant, he would hurry to the library to find out what it was. 
When he was sixteen years old he went to work in a factory However, after a few years he re-
turned to his studies. While he was studying to become a doctor, something ha,ppened that changed 
all his plans. 
He produced varieties of fruits and flowers having new flavors, odors, and color combinations. 
Some of these varieties we know of as the stoneless prune, the edible cactus, seedless grapes, Bur-
bank potatoes, white blackberries and the Shasta daisy. Today, because of Luther Burbank's work, 
we have better gardens and a greater variety of flowers and vegetables. 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story about Luther Burbank 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE II-B 
Here is another story for you to read. As you read, think of questions to ask and activities to 
do related to the story 
THE WHEEL 
Although wheels seem simple to us, there was a time when the early people of the world had 
no wheels of any kind. They pushed and dragged their heavy loads along the ground. We know that 
it is easi~r to pull a heavy load on wheels than it is to drag it. However, no one knows when man 
learned to roll things on wheels. Perhaps a man roiled a log downhill and saw how much easier and 
faster it moved. Perhaps a heavy sled happened to pass over a log which was lying on the ground 
so that the log rolled while the sled was on it. 
From the logs ro.lling under the heavy sleds so long ago, came one of the most important things 
in all the history of the world. This is the wheel. The wheel took the place of the logs or rollers about 
s ~x thousand years ago. 
Probably the first wheels were just slices cut from the log and fastened to the two ends of a 
long piece of wood called an axle. Sometimes, too, a wheel was made of planks of wood fastened 
together and then cut into a circle. From the solid wheel, which was very heavy, came the wheel 
with s.pokes. By cutting holes in the wheel, the wheel was made lighter After this came the beauti-
ful wheel of the chariot, with light spokes. 
Some of the wheels of long ago even had tires. The tires were sometimes made of iron or twist-
ed leather Thousands of years later came the wheels we know - the bicycle wheel with iron spokes 
and rubber tires, and the automobile and airplane wheels with great balloon tires of rubber. 
I Now make a list of questions you thought of a s you read this story about the wheel. 
( 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE 111-B 
As you read this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to the story. 
GLASS 
Glass was invented several thousands of years ago. Today glass is used so commonly that we 
should not know how to get along without it. Every person uses glass in many ways. We have win-
dows in our homes, many foods and beverages are sold in bottles or jars, some houses have walls 
made of • glass, and glass wool is often used for insulation. These are but a few of the many uses 
now being made of glass. 
The science of chemistry brought about many changes in glass making. Henry Williams Stiegel 
was one of the early American glass makers. Glass is made by melting silica in combination with 
soda, lime and other materials. Different kinds of glass are made by mixing different substances 
with silica. Glass can be molded into various designs. Sometimes glass is blown into different shapes. 
The making of glass is a dangerous job. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
.. 
EXERCISE IV -B 
As you read this story about trucks, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
TRUCKS 
In recent years, more and more freight is being carried on our highways. Livestock, machinery, 
coal, gasoline, frozen foods, fresh milk and many other products are carried by truck. For different 
kinds of cargoes, there must be different kinds of trucks. Today's trucks have hundred of designs 
to fit a wide variety of special uses. 
Among the freight carrying trucks are the cattle trucks. They are cage-like trucks in which the 
animals stand while they are being taken to market by the farmer 
The frozen foods truck and the ice-cream truck have refrigerator units which keep the foods 
frozen until they are delivered to the stores. 
Among the larger trucks are the moving vans, which have padded inside walls to keep t e t<t' nt 
ture from being scratched while it is being moved. The machinery truck carries heavy machinery 
such as steam shovels. It has a trailer platform on back and is built very low. The trailer truck is 
the biggest truck of all. It has a cab in front and a huge trailer in back. 
Trucks work for everyone. They work for the fire department, the bus company and the butcher 
They work for the baker, the merchant and the manufacturer They work in the dust of a thousand 
construction jobs and in the field with the farmer They help in the delivery of mail. Thus we see 
that whether the job is large or small, there is a t ruck built for it. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story. 
l 
J 
II Now make a list of activities you and your classmates might do to find a~swers to your ques-
tions. 
EXERCISE V-B 
As you read this story, think of questions to ask and activities to do related to this topic. 
THE TELEGRAPH 
The word "telegraph" means to write afar off. Telegraph is the name of the marvelous instru-
ment which was invented by Samuel F. D. Morse. It is a device for sending messages to a distant 
place by means of signals which reprsent words or ideas. 
In 1844, the first message sent over the telegraph wire was, "What hath God wrought!" This 
message shows how the .people, using this instrument for the first time, felt about the wonder of 
such an invention. 
The first method of sending messages by telegraph is known as the manual method. This is 
a system of dots and dashes. When a telegraph operator presses the key of his instrument it clicks. 
A sounder at the other end of the line responds to this click in a small fraction of a second. This 
sound may be sent to almost any place in the world, from one distant point to another. 
This system of dots and dashes is not used a.:s much today. A more modern method of auto-
matic telegraphy is used in sending more than three quarters of the world's telegrams. It has been 
found that messages can be sent more quickly and more accurately through the use of this new 
J 
method. Also, telegraph operators can be trained more rapidly and easily for this method of tele-
graphy. 
In early colonial times, it would take about twenty days for a message to be delivered from 
Boston to New York. Today, a man can lift his telephone receiver, ask for the telegraph company, 
and give his message to the waiting operator, who writes it immediately on a noiseless typewriter 
The signals are sent flashing over the wire, and the message is delivered in a matter of minutes or 
a very few hours. 
Sending messages is only one of the many uses of the telegraph. Money, photographs, and mes-
sages in one's own handwriting can be sent over the wires. The correct time is given hourly to 
thousands of ,persons by telegraph. Colorful telegraph blanks are provided at no extra cost for spe-
cial greetings on holidays and other days of remembrances. Probably the sending of stock market 
quotations and the spreading of world-wide news are two of the most important tasks performed 
by the telegraph companies of today. 
I Make a list of questions. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE VI-B 
Here is a story about trailers. As you read it, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
TRAILERS 
Trailers have become a means of getting shelter in a quick and satisfactory manner A trailer 
can be moved easily from one location to another There are many different kinds of trailer homes. 
For about $5,000 it is possible to buy a trailer that has a complete bathroom, a kitchen with a 
gas stove, an electric refrigerator, a hot water heater, a fan to remove odors and air conditioning. 
The breakfast nook will seat six people. The two bed rooms are equipped with double beds. With 
the press of a button or two, each room can be m .ade private with hidden sliding doors. 
A range-management expert for the United States Department of the Interior has invented a 
horse-house trailer. The trailer cabin can be lifted off the truck. The cabin has hot and cold running 
water, a cooking stove, and bunk beds for four. Under the cabin is a space to carry a horse and when 
the horse is outside the bunk beds fold down. A 11 this fits on a standard picku,p truck. 
Another type of trailer is equipped with telescoping rooms so that by merely turning a crank 
for 100 revolutions a trailer can double its size. 
One man has a boarding house on wheels. This trailer is built to accommodate eight boarders. 
In this way the owner is able to earn a living and to live in luxury. 
Each state has laws to control the maximum width and length of a trailer that may travel on 
its highways. There are many trailer parks throughout the United States. 
I Make a list of questions you thought of as you read this story 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE VII-B 
As you read this story about soil, think of questions to ask and activities to do. 
A STORY ABOUT SOIL 
The soil may be called a factory because it helps produce the food that we eat. The soil is a 
living and working factory. The seeds that are put into the soil are fed, nourished, and helped to 
grow into plants which we need. 
The soil can do all these things because it is alive and changing. It was first formed by the 
wind, rain, and sun which chipped and wore away big rocks into tiny pieces. The soil contains bit& 
of plants and leaves that have decayed as well as very small creatures that can not be seen. The 
soil also contains water and gas. 
The soil on top, which may be a few inches or a few feet deep, i .s caHe? "topsoil". It is . a dark-
er color than the soil underneath which is called "subsoil". The subsoil is finer and not as rich as the 
topsoil because the roots of plants have taken much of the food out of it. 
If the farmer plants the same crops every year, the soil wears out. He must rotate his crops. 
This means growing different plants in a field each year Then different foods are taken from that 
plot. Clover and alfalfa are good cro,ps to grow in a field. 
There are many different kinds of soil. Some kinds are sand, sandy loam, silt loam, and clay loam. 
Soil is held together by rocks, water, and air - all of which help it to live. Soil is very important to 
us. The soil feeds plants, plants feed animals, and both plants and animals feed us. 
I Make a list of questions. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
EXERCISE VIII-B 
Here is the last story for you to read. It is a bout the sun and its family As you read this ::;tory, 
think of questions and activities related to this topic. 
THE SUN AND ITS FAMILY 
The sun is the most important star because it gives us heat and light. There could be no life 
on earth without the sun. The sun has a family We call the sun and its family the solar system. Solar 
is anothey word for sun. The sun is the only star in the solar system. Planets, planetoids, comets, 
and meteors all circle the sun. 
There are nine planets belonging to the solar system. The word "planet" means "wanderer" 
These planets travel around the sun. We live on a planet. The planets have no light of their own. 
The people of ancient times named five of the planets. These five planets were named fort 
Greek and Roman gods and goddesses. Mercury is known as the baby planet. 
The sun is a medium-sized star The sun seems much brighter than the other stars because it 
is much nearer the earth. The sun is more than one hundred times larger than the earth. 
The sun is in the center of its family The sun does not move. Besause the sun is so large and 
so near it has ,power to hold its family. This pow.er or force which keep the solar system together 
is known as gravity. 
I List questions you thought of as you read thi::; story. 
II Now make a list of activities. 
COPY THIS STORY ABOUT RUBBER AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN. 
Many years ago some men found the Indians playing with balls made from the gum of a tree. 
These men brought some of this guin back to Europe. One man told how he had seen people use the 
gum to rub pencil marks from paper. It was better than the bread crumbs they had been using. They 
called this gum rubber. Rubber comes from rubber trees. These trees grow in rows like our apple 
trees. The trees need great care as they grow. A tree is ready to be ta,pped when it is about five or 
six years old. Inside the bark of the tree is something that looks like milk. It is called latex. It is 
this latex that makes rubber. Some of the clothes we wear as well as many things we use every day 
are made of rubber. 
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Read this page. Do what it tells you to do. 
Do not open this booklet, or turn it over, until you are told to do so. 
Fill these blanks, giving your name, age, birthday, etc. Write plainly . 
Name ..... 
First name, initial, and last name 
. . . . . , ... Age last birthday .... yeai"s 
Birthday .. Teacher . . . . ............. Date ..... . . .19 ..... . 
Month Day 
Grade. . . . . . . . . . School. .......... City ..... . 
This is a test to see how well you can think. It contains questions of different kinds. Here 
is a sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered: 
Sample. Which one of the five things below is soft? 
1 glass 2 stone 3 cotton 4 iron 5 ice . ... 66®66 
The right answer, of course, is cotton; so the word cotton is underlined. 
And the word cotton is No. 3, so a heavy cross has been put in the 3d 
circle. This is the way you are to answer the questions. 
Try this sample question yourself. Do not write the answer, just 
draw a line under it and then put a heavy cross in the right circle. 
1 2 3 4 5 Sample: A robin is a kind of -
1 plant 2 bird 3 worm 4 fish 5 flower . . . ...... 00000 
The answer is bird, so you should have drawn a line under the word 
bird and put a heavy cross in the 2d circle. Try this one: 
1 2 3 4 ll Sample Which one of the five numbers below is larger than 55? 
1 63 2 48 3 29 4 67 5 16 . . . 00000 
The answer, of course, is 57; so you should have drawn a line under 57 
and put a heavy cross in the 4th circle. 
The test contains 80 questions. . You are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but 
do the best you can. You will be allowed half an hour after the examiner tells you to begin. 
Trv to get as many right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast that you make mistakes. 
Iii t spend too much time on any one question. No questions about the test will be 
answered by the examiner after the test begins. Lay your pencil down. 
Do not turn this booklet until you are told to begin. 
Published by World Book Company, Yonkers-on-Hudson, New York, and Chicago, Illinois 
Copyright 1937 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain. All rights reserved. PRINTED IN u.s.A. BErA:-a-24 
w- This test is copyrighted. The reproduction of any part of it by mimeograph, hectograph, or in any other 
way, whether the reproductions are sold or are furnished free for use, is a violation of the copyright law. 
Examination begins here. Page 1 
1. Which one of the five things below does not belong with the 
1
others? 
1 peach 2 banana 3 orange 4 base ball 5 p um . 
2. Which one of the five answers below tells best w~at a· saw !
5
s? hin 
1 something 2 a tool 3 furniture 4 wood a mac e . . . . . ..... . 
3. Which one of the five words below means the opposite of south? 
1 west 2 arctic 3 north 4 tropics 5 pole . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 
4. A boy is to a man and a lamb is to a sheep as a kitten is to a-
1 girl 2 cat 3 dog 4 wolf 5 pole . . . . . .. 
6. If we feel sorry for the suffering of another, we have a feeling of-
1 hate 2 pity 3 contempt 4 disdain 5 eagerness 
6. Which one of the five things below is the smallest? 
1 a twig 2 a limb 3 a bud 4 a tree 5 a branch 
7. Which word means the opposite of succeed? 
1 win 2 decline 3 try 4 accede 5 fail . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8. Three ofthe four designs at the right are alike. ~ ( ( ( ( ( ~ • (( ( ( ( 
Which one is not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 } } } } ) 3 ~ 4 ) ) ) ) ) 
9. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : a car
5
rot, ahn onion, and a 
cabbage? 1 a bush 2 an apple 3 a potato 4 a salad a c erry. · ..... 
10. A finger is to a hand as a toe is to a what? 
1 foot 2 toenai). 3 heel 4 shoe 5 knee . 
Which expression tells ·best just what a floor is? 1 part of a house 2 an inverted w~ 
3 the part of a room to walk on 4 it is made of wood 5 a place to put a chair 
11. 
12. If we believe someone has committed a crime, but we are not su:e, wde hataved~-
1 fear 2 suspicion 3 wonder 4 confidence 5 rmsun ers n mg 
13. Hat is to head as thimble is to what? 
1 finger 2 needle 3 thread 4 hand 5 sewing 
14. At 4 cents each, how many pencils can be bought for 32 cents? 
1 36 2 8 3 128 4 4 5 28 . . . . . ,; . . . 
l~D 2~~ 3DG 4ll 16. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. Which one is not like the other three? 
16. Why have the means for air transp~rtation increased? 1 Train~dwere unsaft et: 
2 Roads were crowded. 3 There was a demand for more rap1 transpor a wn. 
4 Airplanes furnish work for mechanics. 5 Trains were getting too crowded: . 
17. Which one of the five things below is most like these three a pick, a shovel, and a rake? 
1 a ladder 2 a club 3 a garden 4 a hoe 5 a plow . . . . . . . . . . . . · 
18. Wool is to a sheep as feathers are to what? 
1 a pillow 2 a rabbit 3 a bird 4 a goat 5 a bed . . . . . . . . . · 
19. If the words below were rearranged to make the best sentence, with "!'hat letter would 
the last word of the sentence begin? usually cans made tm of are 
1 m 2 t 3 c 4 u 5 o.... . . . . . . . . . · · · · · .. · · 
20. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. 
Which one is not like the other three? 
21. If a person sleeping quietly is awakened by a sudden cry, he is likely to be-
1 sick 2 dreaming 3 startled 4 paralyzed 5 asleep . . . . ..... . 
22. Which of the five things below is most like these three : a goat, a frog, and a dove? 
1 a flower 2 a nest 3 a yard 4 a snake 5 a tree. . . . ... 
23. One nukber is wrong in the following series. 1 6 2 6 3 6 
5
4 6 5 6 7 6 
What should that number be? 1 8 2 6 3 7 4 9 5 . . · · .... 
(Go right on to Page Z). 
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1 2 3 f l5 
1 ooooo 
266666 
6666 
2 3 4 l5 
400000 
1 2 3 4 l5 
500000 
666666 
1 2 3 4 5 
700000 
1 2 3 4 
sOOOO 
966.666 
1066666 
1166666 
1 2 3 4 5 
1200000 
1 2 3 4 5 
1300000 
1 2 3 4 5 
1400000 
1 2 3 4 
150000 
1 2 3 4 5 
1600000 
1 2 3 4 5 
1700000 
1 2 3 4 IS 
1800000 
1 2 3 4 IS 
1900000 
2 3 4 
000 
2166666 
2266666 
2366666 
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1&. Which of the five words below means the opposite of difficult? 
1 hard 2 quick 3 soft 4 easy 5 common . 
S&. Food is to the body as what is to an engine? 
1 wheels 2 motion 3 smoke 4 fuel , 5 fire 
Which of these five words would come first in the dictionary? 
1 many 2 obey 3 house 4 porch 5 elephant 
1'1. Which tells best what a cup is? 1 It has a handle. 
2 something to hold coffee 3 a thin, breakable object 
4 It is used on a table. 5 a small drinking vessel 
28. Which tells best just what a cat is? 1 it drinks nillk 
2 something that walks quietly 3 it has soft fur 
4 a small domestic animal 5 a thing that climbs trees 
29. Which of these series contains a wrong number? 
1 3-6-9-12-16 2 1-4-7-10-13 
3 2-6--8-11-14 • 4 1-3-6-7-9 5 2--4--6-8-11 
30. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : 
a doll, a top, and a scooter? 
1 a box 2 a broom 3 a pillow 4 a yard 5 a kite . . . . 
Sl. If the words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the last word of the sentence would begin with what letter? 
leather shoes usually made are of 
1u 2s 31 4m 5a 
32. A church is to a preacher as a school is to what? 
1 study 2 pupils 3 a teacher 4 religion 5 a choir 
33. If John is older than Peter and Peter is older than Harry, 
then John is ( ?) Harry 1 older than 2 younger than 
3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) . . . . 
34. Bread is to man as hay is to what? 
1 wheat 2 a horse 3 grass 4 a barn 5 ftom 
36. Count each 5 below that has a 7 next after it. 
753572375677257347752075783725179657 
Tell how many 5's you counted. 
1 13 2 8 3 3 4 4 5 6, .. 
36. The son of my father's sister is my -
1 brother 2 nephew 3 cousin 4 uncle 5 grandson. 
37. Worse is to bad as better is to what? 
1 very bad 2 medium 3 good 4 much better 5 worse 
38. A coin made by an individual and meant to look like one made 
by the government is called a-
1 duplicate 2 counterfeit 3 imitation 4 forgery 5 libel 
39. If the following words were arranged in order, the middle word 
would begin with what letter? 
Eleven One Nine Zero Ten Seven Five 
1Z 2N 3S 4T 5F .... . . 
40. If George is taller than Frank and George is shorter than 
James, then James is ( ?) Frank. 1 taller than 
2 shorter than 3 just as tall as 4 (cannot say which) 
,1. Which one of the five things below is most like these three : 
a president, an admiral, and a general? 
1 a ship 2 an army 3 a king 4 a republic 5 a soldier 
(Go right on to No. 4Z on Page 3.) 
. ) 
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Page2 
1 2 3 f II 
2400000 
1 2 3 f II 
2500000 
1 2 3 4 II 
2600000 
1 2 3 " 5 2700000 
2866666 
1 2 3 4 II 
2900000 
1 2 3 4 II 
3000000 
1 2 3 f II 
3100000 
1 2 3 4 II 
3200000 
1 2 3 4 
330000 
1 2 3 4 II 
3400000 
1 2 3 4 II 
3500000 
3666666 
1 2 3 4 II 
3700000 
1 2 3 4 II 
asOOOOO 
1 2 3 4 11 . 
3900000 
406666 
4166666 
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42. Which statement tells best just what a fork is? 
1 a thing to use when eating 2 it goes with a knife 
3 an instrument with prongs for lifting 
4 it goes on the table 5 it is made of ·silver. . , 
43. What is the most important reason that bright lights are placed 
in front of theaters? 1 to help light up the street 2 so that 
people can see where they are 3 to attract attention and 
Answers for 
Page3 
1 2 3 4 II 
4200000 
1 2 3 4 II look inviting 4 so that people can see the advertisements 00000 
better 5 electricity is furnished to theaters cheaply . . .43 · 
44. There is a saying, "A stitch in time saves nine." It means 
that - 1 A little sewing may save nine dollars. 
2 It pays to attend to troubles before they get worse. 
3 You should work hard and save as much as you can .. 
4 You can save time by sewing. 5 Sewing takes time .. 
46. If the following words were arranged in order, which word 
would be in the middle? 
1 sentence 2 letter 3 paragraph 4 word 5 chapter 
46. A book is to information as ( ?) is to money 
1 paper 2 dollars 3 a bank 4 work 5 gold .. 
47. Which of these words would come first in the dictionary? 
1 brave 2 burst 3 broke 4 build 5 breadth. 
48. If Frank is younger_ than George and George is just as old as 
James, then James is ( ?) Frank. 1 younger than 
2 older than 3 just as old as 4 (cannot say which) 
49. Son is to daughter as uncle is to-
1 aunt 2 mother 3 relation 4 woman 5 sister 
60. A man who strives and hopes to achieve success is said to be-
1 ambitious 2 lazy 3 contented 4 faithful 5 loyal 
61. Which tells best just what a guess is? 1 a mistaken idea 
2 a statement we think most likely correct 3 a statement 
that is almost correct 4 something we cannot find out .. 
62. Large' is to object as loud is to what? 
1 soft 2 small 3 heavy 4 sound 5 weight .. 
63. If th~ words below were rearranged to make a good sentence, 
the third word of the sentence would begin with what letter? 
boys birch ~ the a canoe made bark 
1 a 2 t 3 b 4 c 5 m .... 
64. Which word means the opposite of truth? 
1 cheat 2 rob 3 liar 4 ignorance 5 .falsehood. 
66. If a man has walked west from his home 8 blocks and then 
walked east 5 blocks, how many blocks is he from home? 
1 13 2 8 3 3 4 4 5 6 
66. If the suffering of another makes us suffer also, we feel-
1 worse 2 harmony 3 sympathy 4 love 5 repelled 
67. A governor is to a state as a general is to what? 
1 a king 2 war 3 an army 4 a captain 5 a commander 
68. A sting is to a bee as a revolver is to a -
1 hive 2 fly 3 weapon 4 horn 5 man . 
(Go right on to Page 4 under Page 2.) 
1 2 3 4 5 
4500000 
1 2 3 4 5 
4600000 
1 2 3 4 5 
4700000 
1 2 3 4 
480000 
4966666 
1 2 3 4 II 
5000000 
1 2 3 4 
510000 
1 2 3 4 II 
5200000 
.1 2 3 4 II 
5300000 
1 2 3 4 II 
5400000 
1 2 3 4 II 55000([ 
1 2 3 4 II 
5600000 
1 2 3 4 II 
5700000 
l 2 3 4 II 
5800000 
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69. There is a saying," He that scatters thorns, let. him go barefoot." What does this mean? 
1 Let him who causes others discomforts bear them himself also. 2 Going barefoot toughens the feet. 
3 People should pick up what they scatter. 4 Don't scatter things around. 5 Thorns-hurt feet. 
60. m4a 
61. .tack, and hard? 
62. There is a saying, " Make hay while the sun shines." This means-
1 Hay made in cloudy weather is poor. 2 Haste makes waste. 3 Make the best of your opportunities. 
4 Hay grows best in summer. 5 It is more healthful to work in the sun than in the shade. 
63. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. I rr.i1 rr=;::;:; fr.ill ~ 
Which one is not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 ~ 3 ~ 4 ~ 
64. If the following words were arranged in order, which word would be in the middle? 
1 state 2 park 3 nation 4 city 5 yard 
66. Which tells best just what a neck is? 1 It is something to wear a collar on. 2 It is that which joins the 
head to the body. 3 It is something to fasten a necklace ori. 4 It is the connecting part of the body. 
66. A statement which expresses just the opposite of that which another statement expresses is said to be a-
1 lie 2 coDtradiction 3 falsehood 4 correction 5 explanation . . . . . 
67. Which one of the words below would come last in the dictionary? 
1 glory 2 label 3 green 4 linen 5 knife 
68. Three of the four designs at the right are alike. I"\ o o D 
Which one is. not like the other three? 1 ~ 2 3 4 · 
69. What letter follows the letter that comes next after K in the alphabet? 
11 2J 3M 4K 5L ... 
70. One number is wrong in the following series. 1 2 
What should that number be? 1 12 2 6 3 3 
4 8 
4 48 
16 
5 32 
24 64 
71. If I have a large box with 5 small boxes in it and 2 very small boxes in each of the small boxes, ,how many 
boxes are there in all? 1 7 2 8 3 10 4 16 5 15 .. 
72. There is a saying, " Kill not the goose that lays the golden eggs." This means that-
1 Geese that lay golden eggs are too tough to eat. 2 Don't destroy the things that do you good. 
3 Don't kill birds. 4 Not many geese can lay golden eggs. 5 Golden eggs are valuable. 
73. If a photograph that is 3 inches long and 2 inches wide is enlarged to be 15 inches long, how many inches wide 
will it be? 1 14 2 13 3 10 4 7t 5 5 ... 
74. One number is wrong in the following series. 1 2 5 
What should that number be? 1 4 2 7 3 3 4 15 
6 9 
5 17 
10 13 14 16 18 
76. When the time by a clock was 9 minutes past 8, the hands were interchanged. The clock then said about-
1 8 min. past 9 2 9 min. past 8 3 19 min. past 1 4 9 min. of 8 5 19 min. of 2 ... 
76. A car owner uses a mixture in his radiator containing 1 quart of alcohol to every 2 quarts of water. How many 
quarts of alcohol are needed for 12 quarts of the mixture? 1 6 2 24 3 11 4 4 5 t. 
77. What letter in the following series appears a third time ner t}r ~ginning? 
A E B C A D D E B F C B D A E E -C D'\ ~ ' 2 B 3 C 4 D 5 E 
78. In a foreign language tana dona meka means very cold water; tana neta means hot water; dona 
1
bela means 
very good. What word means cold? 1 tana 2 dona 3 meka 4 neta 5 bela 
79. Which one of the five words below does not belong with the others? 
1 time 2 temperature 3 length 4 weight 5 number. 
80. A boy is J!OW three times as old as his sister. In 3 years he will be only twice as old. How many years old is 
he now? 1 15 2 6 3 3 4 12 5 9 . 
Answers for 
E9 Page 4 
1 2 3 4 5 
wOOOOO 
1 2 3 4 
600000 
1 2 3 4 5 
6100000 
1 2 3 4 · II 
6200000 
1 2 3 4 
630000 ' 
1 2 3 4 11 -
6400000 
1 2 3 4 
650000 
6666666 
1 2 3 4 II 
6700000 
1 2 3 4 
680000 
1 2 3 4 5 
6900000 
1 2 3 4 5 
7o00000 
7166666 
7266666 
7366666 
1 2 3 4 II 
7400000 
7566666 
1 2 3 4 II 
7600000 
1 2 3 4 II 
7700000 
1 2 3 4 5 
7800000 
1 2 3 4 II 
7900000 
1 2 3 4 5 
8000000 
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Part I - Reading Comprehension 
Sample. OODDD 
Total 
1 DDDD~DDDDMDDDDuODDD 
2DDDDVODOD~DDDD"0DDO 
3DDDD~DDDDgDDDOHDDOO 
4DDDD~DDDDMDDDD"DDDO 
5DDDD~oooo~oooo~oooo 
6 DDDD 31 0000 56 0000 81 0000 
7 DDDDnDDDDMOODD~ODDO 
8 0000 33 0000 58 0 !000 83 0000 
9 DD00MOOOD~DOODMDDOD 
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11 0000 36 0000 61 0000 86~0000 
uooODMDDDD~ODDDMDOOO 
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14 0000 39 0000 64 0000 
15 0000 40 0000 65 0000 
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19 0000 44 0000 69 0000 
20 0000 45 0000 70 0000 
21 0000 46 0000 71 0000 
22 0000 47 0000 72 0000 
23 0000 48 0 '000 73 0000 
24 0000 49 0000 74 0000 
25 0000 50 0000 75 00·00 
*See page 7 in Examiner's Manual 
for Conversion Table for Form M. 
T 
Part II - Vocabulary 
10000 26 0000 
2 0000 27 0000 
3 0000 28 0000 
4 0000 29 0000 
5 0000 30 0000 
60000 31 0000 
70000 32 0000 
8 0000 33 0000 
90000 340000 
10 0000 35 0000 
11 0000 36 0000 I• 
12 0000 37 0000 
13 0000 38 0000 
14 0000 39 0 1000 
15 0000 40 0000 
16 0000 41 0000 
170000 42 DDDD 
18 DDDD 43 DDDD 
19 0000 44 0000 
20 0000 45 0000 
21 DDDD 46 0000 t 
22 0000 47 DDDD 
23 0000 48 0000 
24 0000 49 0000 
25 DDDq 50 0000 
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SELECTION NO. 1 
Why does the horse rise on its front feet first when getting up from the ground, while the 
cow rises on its hind feet first? Many people· have asked this question, but few reasonable 
answers have been given. Charles Ray, an Englishman, has a theory about the difference. 
He says that it is due to differences.in the surroundings in which the animals originated and 
developed. 
PARA-
GRAPH 
The regions in which the horse developed were open grasslands, where an animal of its 
size could easily see long distances when standing or running. When lying down, however, 
it could not see over the tall grass. In order to detect any approaching enemy immediately, 
the horse developed the habit of rising head first. After millions of years of use, this be-
came the horse's natural way to rise from the ground. 
2 
PARA-
GRAPH 
Mr. Ray believes a similar motive underlies the cow's habit of getting up hind feet first. 
He says the cow descended from the deer family and originally lived in the forests. In 
timberland, of course, it could see farthest near the ground, where fewer tree branches ob-
structed its vision. Therefore, in rising, the cow learned to keep its head close to the ground 
as long as possible. 
• 
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 1 
0. What animal is mentioned in the first line? 
1) Cow 2) Horse 3) Deer 4) Goat 
1. With what topic <!oes paragraph 2 deal? 
1) The horse in its wild state 
2) The difference in the earlier environment of the 
horse and the cow 
3) The age of the horse 
4) The food of the horse 
2. In their original state, how did these animals protect 
themselves from enemies? 
1) By fighting 
2) By fleeing 
3) By hiding 
4) They had no means of protection 
3. What is the motive referred to in the first sentence of 
paragraph 3? 
1) To get up 
2) To satisfy its hunger 
3) To sight possible danger 
4) To listen for the approach of enemies 
4. According to the theory of Charles Ray, what is prima-
rily the cause of the difference in the way horses and 
cows get up from the ground? · 
1) The difference in the height of the animals 
2) The differences in their bones and muscles 
3) The difference in their food 
4) The difference in their first environment 
5. Which of these best describes the forests in which cattle 
originated? 
1) Dense growth of trees with only occasional open-
ings through which animals might pass 
2) Low bushes growing close to the ground and a few 
large trees 
3) Many small trees about the height of a cow's back 
and occasional large trees 
4) A scattered growth of large trees with very little 
underbrush 
6. What is the main idea of paragraph 3? 
1) Because of its forest surroundings, the cow learned 
to rise hind' feet first 
2) The cow is a member of the deer family 
3) The original home of the cow differed from that of 
the horse 
4) Cows could not see far in their original home 
7. If neither the horse nor the cow had had enemies, how 
would they rise? 
1) They would both rise on their hind legs first 
2) They would. both rise on their front legs first 
3) We do not know how they would rise 
4) They would still rise as they do because they de-
veloped in different surroundings 
8. Why did Ray believe the cow started rising hind feet 
first? 
1) In order to have a better chance to sight possible 
enemies 
2) In order not to bump its head into tree branches 
3) In order to see over the tall grass immediately 
4) In order to keep its head near its food 
9. What would be a good title for this article? 
1) "Why the Cow and Horse Rise Differently" 
2) " A Theory About Animals " 
3) "The Cow and the Horse" 
4) "Heredity and Environment" 
10. Why might one conclude from this article that the deer 
rises hind feet first? 
1) Because the article says so 
2) Because the deer also required millions of years to 
develop 
3) Because the cow is a member of the deer family 
4) Because deer can live in the forests today 
11. If a horse were raised in the woods today, which method 
of getting up from the ground would it use? 
1) Front feet first 3) Either method 
2) Hind feet first 4) That of a deer 
(Go on to the next page.) 
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SELECTION NO. 2 
~ Boomerang throwing is becoming a sport to an increasing number of Americans. The 
boomerang is simply a curved fiat stick which, when properly thrown, will sail in a circle 
and eventually return to the thrower. It requires as much skill to throw this stick properly 
as it does to throw a curve with a baseball. An open practice field is needed, for the boom-
erang can become a dangerous weapon when it gets out of control. How did such a queer 
invention ever come into being? What makes it come back to the thrower? What is it for? 
What does it look like? And how is it thrown? 
In ancient days, before iron was discovered, wooden spears and arrows were among man's 
best weapons. Boys were trained to throw from childhood so that they would grow up to 
be good warriors and hunters. They threw clubs, rocks, wooden swords, tomahawks, stone 
hammers, in fact, anything that would sail through the air and strike its mark. Then some 
woolly-haired, brown-skinned Australian, or some black-skinned African Negro, perhaps 
even a red-skinned Indian in America, threw a curved, blade-like stick at a bird; and it 
swerved and swooped and returned to his feet. The first boomerang had been thrown. All 
over the world, the boomerang seems to have developed as a prehistoric weapon. The Hopi 
Indians of Arizona, the Negro tribes of East Africa, the ancient Egyptians, the Australian 
tribes, and even the Eskimos all used it. It served as a club, a sword, a sort of spinning 
spear, an ornament, and a plaything. 
To explain why the boomerang comes back to the point of throwing is not easy. There 
is nothing mysterious about its actions. The three principles involved are perhaps more 
easily understood through common examples which illustrate them. Its actions involve the 
principle of a spinning top, which remains straight up and down as long as it is spinning, in 
spite of the pull of gravity. Its actions involve the principle of an airplane wing that is 
lifted by the air because it is shaped to crowd the air below it and thin the air almost to 
a vacuum above it. Its actions also involve the principle of a spinning baseball, which 
curves in its course because of the greater air resistance on the side turning forward. These 
same three things happen, to a certain extent, whenever a boomerang is thrown through the 
air. They account for its ability to turn in a circle even though it is thrown straight forward. 
A boomerang may be made any size, from a few inches across to about four feet. A boom-
erang more than four feet long could not be thrown hard enough by a human hand. Al-
though some are formed like a windmill, most boomerangs are sickle shaped; perhaps to 
say they are the shape of an L or a broadly open V would better describe them. The bottom 
surface is usually almost fiat, while the top is arched. The entire blade or boomerang is 
slightly twisted or slanted as a propeller blade to give it extra lifting power. 
Throwing a boomerang correctly ta~es skill and practice. With his weight on his left 
foot, the thrower clasps one end of the boomerang in his right hand, swings it behind his head, 
letting his weight shift back to his right foot, and throws it so that the point or corner of the 
V heads straight out into space. His whole body enters into the swing. A boomerang, 
properly thrown, will spin edgewise, cutting the air in a wide circle - tilting at first like an 
airplane banking steeply in a turn. The boomerang tends to keep a circular course and, i 
thrown high, will circle several times in smaller and smaller circles before striking the ground. 
The experienced thrower usually throws it to come to earth after one circle. Catching 
a boomerang is quite a trick. Even with gloves on, the catcher risks injury. A flying 
boomerang acts something like a saucer falling through water. It slows down at certain 
points in its swooping, and an expert will wait and grab it safely at one of the points at 
which it travels more slowly. 
I 
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 2 
11. For what is the boomerang used by many Americans? 
1) For protection 3) To kill birds . 
2) For amusement 4) For scientific reasoQS 
13. What is the author's purpose in paragraph 2? 
1) To tell about the discovery and use of the boomer-
ang 
2) To tell who first discovered the boomerang and 
why he invented it 
3) To tell what the boomerang was made of and how 
it is made 
4) To tell why ancient people needed weapons and 
playthings 
14. Which of these weapons was probably developed last 
by man? 
1) A stone arrowhead 
2) A wooden spear 
3) An iron hatchet 
4) A boomerang 
15. In an outline of paragraph 2, two topics are "Who used 
the boomerang" and "What the boomerang was used 
for." What might be a third? 
1) "Why the boomerang comes back," 
2) "How to throw a boomerang" 
3) ''How the boomerang was discovered" 
4) "Why boomerang throwing is becoming an Amer-
ican sport" 
16. Which race of people is given the credit for first discov-
ering the boomerang? 
1) The Australians 
2) The Egyptians 
3) The Arizona Indians 
4) The article doesn't say 
17. What is the purpose of the questions given in the latter 
part of paragraph 1? 
1) To tell why boomerang throwing has become popu-
lar 
2) To explain to the reader the problems of boomerang 
throwing 
3) To impress the reader with the need for skill in 
boomerang throwing 
4) To give the topics of the remainder of the article 
18. Which principle is used in making a kite stay up in the 
air? 
1) The principle of the spinning top 
2) The principle of the airplane wing 
3) The principle of the spinning baseball 
4) The pull of a vacuum above the kite 
19. In which of these places would the boomerang be of little 
value as a weapon? 
1) On open plains or grasslands 
2) In forests of scattered trees 
3) In wide prairie-like valleys 
4) On the slopes of hills 
20. Why did the author write this article? 
1) To tell about a new American sport 
2) To tell the history of the boomerang 
3) To explain why the boomerang comes back 
4) To tell how to catch a boomerang 
21. Near what part of a flying boomerang is the air least 
dense or thinnest? 
1) The top side 
2) The under side 
3) The leading edge 
4) The middle 
22. What is the author's purpose in paragraph 3? 
1) To explain three principles of science 
2) To give examples of three principles of science 
3) To show that a boomerang's actions are magical 
4) To tell why a boomerang acts as it does 
23. Which of these is most nearly the shape of a boomerang? 
1) M 2) o 3) cc 4) ~ 
24. Which is the best heading for paragraph 4? 
1) "Why boomerang blades slant" 
2) "The form of the boomerang" 
3) "The steps in making a boomerang" 
4) "The lifting power of a boomerang" 
25. "How to throw a boomerang" is one topic in an outline 
of paragraph 5. What might be others? 
1) "How to clasp a boomerang " and "How- to use 
gloves" 
2) "How an airplane banks" and "How a saucer 
falls in water" . 
3) "How a boomerang flies" and "How a boomer-
ang is caught" 
4) "How a circle is formed" and "How a boomerang 
slows down at some points" 
26. Which of the following statements is not true of a 
boomerang? 
1) It may become dangerous if the thrower loses 
control of it 
2) It may make several circles before landing, each 
smaller than the last 
3) The principle of a spinning top causes it to tum in 
its course 
4) One surface of a boomerang is usually fiat and the 
other curved 
27. Why are boomerangs as large as 5 feet across seldom 
made? 
1) The principle of the spinning baseball would not 
work with such a large boomerang 
2) A man cannot throw such a large boomerang with 
enough force 
3) Even if thrown properly, a boomerang of that size 
would not return to the point of throwing 
4) The principle of the spinning top would not work 
with such a large boomerang 
28. Why is a saucer mentioned in this article? 
1) Because it swoops in circles when it falls 
2) Because it moves more slowly at S?me points than 
others when falling in water 
3) Because it is caught like a boomerang when it falls 
in water 
4) Because it is shaped like a boomerang 
29. Why does a boomerang thrower wear gloves? 
1) To grasp the boomerang more firmly when throwing 
2) To protect his hands when catching 
3) To keep from getting blisters 
4) To keep his hands warm 
(Go on to the next page.) 
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SELECTION NO.3 
If a washbasin full of water is rocked back and forth and then set down, the water will 
continue to rock back and forth at regular intervals for some time. Each swing will be just 
a little shorter in height than the last until finally the water comes to a standstill. Natural 
events may cause this same thing to happen on a larger scale in any lake or inland sea. 
Such a movement is called a seiche (pronounced "saysh"). 
The teeter-totter movement of a single seiche cannot be seen as are ordinary wind waves( 
along the surface, for one can hardly notice a change of several inches in the height of the 
water in a lake if the change takes place gradually over the space of an hour or more. 
Seiches can be measured, however. The first scientific report on seiches was made on Lake 
Geneva in the 1890's. Lake Geneva is nearly 40 miles long and an average of five miles wide. 
According to this report, the water in the lake swung back and forth from end to end every 
73 minutes. This was found by measuring the time from one high-water mark through 
a gradual lowering and raising of the water again to another high-water mark. It took only 
10 minutes for the seiches to swing back and forth across the lake; that is, the time between 
two high-water marks on the same side of the lake was only 10 minutes. Seventy-three 
minutes and 10 minutes are called the time periods of the seiches in Lake Geneva. 
There are two main causes of seiches. One is change in wind direction. A west wind 
tends to push the water in a slope up the eastern side of a lake. If the wind dies or changes 
-and this happens a number of times in ariy average day's weather- the "piled-up" 
water is released and runs back to the western shore. Just as in the washbasin, then, the 
rocking continues until a level is reached. The same thing is caused by changes in air pres-
sure. Air has weight, and this weight or pressure of the air changes slightly from time to 
time at any one place. High pressure or heavier air tends to push the water down, while 
low pressure or lighter air allows it to rise. Thus, if a mass of air of low pressure passes 
across a lake behind a mass with a high pressure, the water would first be pressed down and 
then released on one side of the lake. The change in pressure would cause the water to 
rock and produce a seiche just as the changing wind did. 
How large a seiche in a lake may become depends upon the size of the lake. Lake Geneva 
is only a small model compared to the Great Lakes. Lake Superior, for example, is over 140 
times as large. Frequently seiches in the Great Lakes are from five to six feet in size; that 
is, there is from five to six feet difference in the heights of their high- and low-water marks. 
Seiches are much harder to measure in the Great Lakes in spite of their greater size, be-
cause the shore lines are so uneven and the lakes are so much deeper in some parts than in 
others. Each section of a lake which is set apart by a peninsula or islands and each section 
with a uniform depth has its own seiche. Some of these small separate seiches overlap and 
cause a whole jumble of movements which interfere with each other. Lake Erie, which has 
quite a regular shore line and depth, has the most clearly defined and easily measured seiches 
of all the Great Lakes. 
The United States Weather Bureau and other research boards and scientists have spent 
much time and money measuring the Great Lakes seiches, their direction, time periods, size, 
and the areas they cover. The knowledge discovered in the study of seiches is useful in 
solving some of our modern problems. Knowledge of seiches was needed when Chicago was 
trying to direct the water containing sewage away from the area used for its city water 
supply. This knowledge also helps to explain some strange happenings. Early voyagers in 
the Great Lakes brought back strange tales of how their sailing ships actually sailed against a 
strong wind in the Strait of Mackinac. Now we are quite sure this sailing of the ships against 
the wind was caused by a seiche. The "piled-up" water came back through the narrow 
straits with such force that its power was even greater than the wind that helped start it. 
• 
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO.3 
30. What is the author's purpose in paragraph 1? 
1) To tell you that water will rock back arid forth in 
a washbasin , · · 
2) To summarize the information given in the article 
3) To introduce the topic of the article 
4) To compare a washbasin to a lake 
.U. According to the article, what happened in the 1890's? 
1) Seiches were first discovered 
2) The time period of a seiche in Lake Geneva was 
reported 
3) The U.S. Weather Bureau began to study seiches 
4) Lake Geneva was first measured and found to be 40 
miles long 
32. Why is it difficult to see seiches? 
1) Because wind waves interfere 
2) Because the movement is so gradual 
3) Because most lakes are too small 
4) Because they are caused by air pressure changes 
33. What do we mean by the time period of a seiche? 
1) The distance between a high- and a low-water 
mark · 
2) The time it takes for a seiche movement to stop 
3) The time between a high- and a low-water mark 
4) The time between one high-water mark and the 
next 
34. About how long might one expect the time period of a 
seiche swinging across a lake 20 miles wide to be? 
1) About 10 minutes 3) About 40 minutes 
2) About 20 minutes 4) About 1! hours 
2 
35. Two points, A and B, are on opposite sides of a lake. 
The time period of a seiche on this lake is 10 minutes. 
If the high point of the seiche occurred at A at 10:30 
o'clock, what time would there be a high point at B? 
1) At10:30 3) At10 35 
2) At 10:32i 4) At 10:40 
36. Why was rocking a washbasin mentioned in this article? 
1) To show how seiches are produced in lakes 
2) To help explain what seiches are 
3) To show how air pressure causes seiches 
4) To show how seiches differ from waves 
37. The heading for one paragraph is "Causes of seiche 
movements." What might be subtopics under this 
heading? 
1) "West winds" and "High pressure" 
2) " Changes in temperature" and "Low pressure" 
3) "The size of a lake" and "The depth of a lake" 
4) "Changes in wind direction" and "Changes in 
air pressure" 
38. In which would you expect to find the largest seiches? 
1) Lake Geneva 3) The Mississippi River 
2) Lake Erie 4) A very deep swimming pool 
39. What is meant by the size of a seiche? 
1) The period of time required for it to swing back and 
forth from one side to the other 
2) The difference in height of its high- and low-water 
marks 
3) The length of its swing from one side of a lake to 
the other 
4) The depth of the water in a lake 
40. Which of these is the best title for this article? 
1) "Seiche Movements in Lakes and Seas" 
2) "Why Knowledge of Seiches Is Important" 
3) "The Size of Seiche Movements" 
4) "How to Measure Seiches" 
41. Why do seiches at the same point in a lake differ in size 
from time to time? 
1) Because the lake varies in stze 
2) Because the shore line is higher at some places 
3) Because forces causing seiches vary in strength 
4) Because the depth of the lake varies 
42. Why are seiches harder to measure in Lake Superior 
than in Lake Geneva, even though the seiches in Lake 
Superior are larger? 
1) The water on Lake Superior freezes over 
2) The air pressure over Lake Superior does not 
change very often 
3) The great size of Lake Superior makes it difficult to 
get from side to side in time to measure them 
4) The depth and shore line of Lake Superior are not 
regular 
43. Which would be the best heading for par~raph 4? 
1) " Seiches in Lake Erie " 
2) "Things which affect the size of a seiche" 
3) "Sizes of the Great Lakes" 
4) "Measuring seiches in Lake Geneva" 
44. In which of these lakes wDuld it be easiest to measure 
the seiches? 
1) ~ 2) A 3) 0 4) [!J§) 
45. Which is the best definition of a seiche? 
1) The waves seen on a body of water caused by wind 
2) The rocking of a washbasin full of water 
3) A change in depth of the water in a lake or inland 
sea 
4) A to-and-fro motion of water in a lake caused by 
wind and pressure changes 
46. What are ways in which knowledge of seiches is used? 
1) To show the depth of a lake and to predict weather 
2) To help solve problems of today and to explain 
strange events 
3) To purify Chicago's sewage and to help ships in the 
Strait of Mackinac 
4) To pump Chicago's water supply and to give re-
search boards and scientists employment 
47. How could a seiche carry ships through the Strait of 
Mackinac against a wind? 
1) It would cause the wind to die down 
2) It would cause the water to flow through the Strait 
3) It would change the air pressure 
4) It would increase the resistance of the water 
(Do not turn this page until you are told to do 80.) 
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SELECTION NO. 4 
William Ashley ("Billy") Sunday (1863-1935) was born in a log cabin near Ames, Iowa, 
three months after his father had enlisted in the Union Army. Billy never saw his father, 
for his father died a month after the boy's birth. For a time Mrs. Sunday was able to 
keep her family together. But the task became too burdensome, and Billy, aged 12, and 
his brother were sent to an orphanage. Then Senator John Scott took Billy to live on his 
farm near Nevada, Iowa. There he did chores for his board while he attended high school 
Billy was a champion runner. He coUld nm 100 yards in 10 seconds flat. In Nevada, 
he soon came to be a local baseball hero, noted for his speed and ability on the diamond. 
In 1883, in a baseball game at Marshalltown, his unusual baserunning was noticed by 
"Pop" Anson, a famous leader of the Chicago White Sox. A contract was signed, and Billy 
went to Chicago, where for five years he played with the White Sox. Later he played with 
the Pittsburgh and Philadelphia teams. .He is remembered to this day as one of the fastest 
players that the greatest of all American sports ever produced. He could circle the bases 
in 14 seconds, and as late as 1934 he still insisted that this record was unbeaten. 
A number of events brought about Billy's change of career. While still at his best, Billy 
Sunday suddenly quit baseball. Within a few years he had become an evangelist or 
religious preacher. During the time that he was a popular baseball player in Chicago, Billy 
acquired a liking for alcoholic drinks. One Sunday afternoon in the fall of 1887, as he and 
some companions wandered from a saloon where they had been drinking, they heard the 
strains of some gospel hymns. Billy was impressed and followed the music to a Rescue 
Mission. He became converted and resolved to lead a different kind of life. In the spring 
of 1891, he ended his baseball career when he refused an offer of $500 a month playing base-
ball to accept $83.33 per month as a secretary in the Chicago Y.M.C.A. 
Mter three years of Y.M.C.A. work, Billy Sunday entered the actual evangelistic field 
by traveling with the well-known Reverend Chapman. He arranged for meetings, organized 
choirs and committees, and sold songbooks, but did not do any preaching. Suddenly, 
during the Christmas holidays in 1895, he got a telegram from Chapman saying he had 
decided to go back to his church in Philadelphia. Sunday, with a wife and two children to 
support, was thrown out of a job. Then, in Sunday's own words, "There came a telegram 
from a little town named Garner, out in Iowa, asking me to come out and conduct some 
meetings. I didn't know anybody out there, and I don't know yet why they ever asked me 
to hold meetings. But I went." He went with no helpers and with just eight sermons 
. prepared. He never needed to seek other appointments. Neighboring towns, hearing of 
his success, asked him to preach there. During the next ten years he prepared and preached 
hundreds of sermons, organized a group of workers, and won a reputation as a speaker and 
an evangelist through all the Middle West. Thousands came to hear him everywhere and 
many were converted or induced to change their way of living. In eighteen Eastern cities 
he won a total of more than 167,000 converts, while he and his helpers received gifts of over 
$267,000. At the time of his death in 1935, Sunday claimed to have preached to more 
people than any other man in the history of Christianity, estimating the total at 80,000,00 
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In preaching, Billy Sunday displayed the same vigor and enthusiasm that had made him 
a baseball hero. He hurdled chairs on the platform very much in the manner that he had 
hurdltd a bench in a game with Detroit to catch a ball and win the game. He jumped up 
on tables to declare that sin is a curse and that "you can't shine for God on Sunday and 
then be a London fog on Monday." He was a real showman and knew what would bring 
the crowds. When he had them coming, he would settle down and, if he wanted to do so, 
could preach as dignified a sermon as anyone. H.e is sometimes criticized for his "grand-
stand" plays, but in preaching, as in baseball, he a1ways showed his ability to win. 
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 4 
48. For what was Billy Sunday indebted to Senator Scott? 
1) For the home the Senator furnished Billy's mother 
2) For a high school education 
3) For introducing Billy to "Pop" Anson · 
4) For the job at the Y.M.C.A. , · 
49. In what war was Billy Sunday's father killed? 
1) Revolutionary War 3) World War 
2) Civil War 4) War of 1812 
50. What is told about Billy Sunday in paragraph 1? 
1) His early life 
2) His treatment at the orphanage 
3) His record in high school 
4) His unusual running ability 
51. Why did the author mention "Pop" Anson? 
1) Because he was a famous leader of the Chicago 
White Sox · 
2) Because he was a famous evangelist 
3) Because he gave Billy a job playing baseball 
4) Because he trained Billy to become the fastest 
baseball player known 
52. What was probably the age of Billv's brother when 
they were sent to the orphanage? · 
1) Less than 10 years 3) f2 years 
2) About 10 years 4) More than 12 years 
53. What is told about Sunday in parag\·aph 2? 
1) His ability as a baseball pitcher 
2) His unusual career in baseball 
3) His reasons for ending his baseball career 
4) His reasons for playing with the Pittsburgh and 
Philadelphia teams · 
54. What is a "convert" as referred to in this article? 
1) A person who has recently become a Christian 
2) A professional baseball player 
3) A person who does not drink alcoholic beverages 
4) A preacher 
55. About how old was Billy Sunday when he was con-
verted? 
1) About 20 years 3) About 30 years 
2) About 25 years 4) About 35 years 
56. In an outline of paragraph 3, "Drinking" is one of the 
three subtopics. What might be the others? 
1) "Becoming converted " and "Work in the 
Y.M.C.A." 
2) "Following the music " and "Becoming an 
evangelist" 
3) "Receiving $500 a month " and " Starting his 
career in business " 
4) "Wandering from a saloon" and "Refusing 
$83.33 per month " 
57. What was Billy Sunday doing in 1888? 
1) Playing baseball 
2) Loafing 
3) Working as a secretary in the Chicago Y.M.C.A. 
4) Traveling with the Reverend Chapman 
58. Why did Sunday go to work as a Y.M.C.A. clerk rather 
than continue playing baseball? 
1) Because there was more money in the clerk job 
2) Because he knew he could become a great evan· 
gelist 
3) Because he was afraid of getting hurt if he con-
tinued to play baseball 
4) Because he thought it better to work for the good of 
others than for one's self 
59. Why is the town Garner, Iowa, mentioned? 
1) Because Billy traveled there with Chapman 
2) Because it was Billy's home town 
3) Because Billy preached his first sermon as an 
evangelist there 
4) Because Billy won thousands of converts tliere 
60. How did the news in Chapman's telegram affect Sunday? 
1) It made him happy, for he then knew that he could 
work for himself 
2) It made him sad, because he no longer had any work 
to do 
3) It made little difference, because Sunday did not 
want to go to Philadelphia 
4) It made him glad, because he could go home to 
Iowa 
61. Which two paragraphs tell about Sunday's work as 
a religious preacher? 
1) 2 and 3 3) 3 and 5 
2) 3 and 4 4) 4 and 5 
62. According to this article, how is Sunday most famous? 
1) As a convert 
2) As a baseball player 
3) As an evangelist 
4) As Chapman's assistant 
63. Which two terms best describe Sunday as a preacher? 
1) Effective; energetic 
2) Dignified; ineffective 
3) Solemn; monotonous 
4) Nervous; inactive 
64. Why is the Detroit game mentioned? 
1) Because it made Sunday famous 
2) Because it was his last baseball game 
3) Be~ause the author wanted to compare Sunday's 
actions as a preacher with his actions in the game 
4) Because Sunday won the game by hurdling a bench 
65. What characteristic of Sunday did the author try to 
describe in paragraph 5? 
1) His quick temper 
2) His desire for alcoholic drinks 
3) His zeal to win 
4) His love of baseball 
66. About how long was Sunday Chapman's assistant? 
1) Six months 3) Three years 
2) Two years 4) Ten years 
67. What were the two records Sunday claimed to hold? 
1) Running 100 yards in 10 seconds; preaching a 
larger number of sermons than any other man 
2) Circling the baseball diamond in 10 seconds· 
winning 167,000 converts ' 
3) Circling the baseball diamond in 14 seconds; 
preaching to 80,000,000 people 
4) Being the greatest American baseball playerj 
being the best preacher in the United States 
(Go on to the next page. · 
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SELECTION NO.5 
The Northwest Passage is an Arctic seaway that connects the Atlantic with the Pacific. 
It is the only seaway north of the Panama Canal connecting these two oceans, and was 
sought for years by explorers who wanted a route to the Orient. All of the 129 men in the 
expedition of Admiral Franklin, who first discovered the passage, died from exposure and 
starvation before they could get through it. Not until60 years later, in 1906, did Captain 
Amundsen finally complete a trip from the Atlantic through the entire passage to Alaska. 
Even though sought for years, the Northwest Passage has never been of great com 
mercial importance. The shippers have too much difficulty getting vessels out quickly 
enough to escape being tied up by ice. In fact, one or two ports along the passage are free of 
ice for only two weeks during the year. For this reason, a relay of ships is used to make the 
voyage through the passage each summer. While one ship could make a complete trip 
through the passage during the summer, she would then have to wait another year to get 
back, because the passage is not open to ships for a long enough period to permit a return 
trip the same year. · 
One of the ships taking part in this relay voyage ·is the Na,scopie of the Hudson's Bay 
Company. Abput the middle of July, this strange little vessel travels northeast from 
Montreal, Canada, down the Saint Lawrence River to the Northwest Passage. Built 
almost like an icebreaker some 28 years ago, she has cruised annually without mishap to 
within 800 miles of the pole. After visiting several points on the shores of Hudson Bay, the 
Nascopie heads north along the northwestern coast of Baffin Island to Craig Harbor on 
Ellesmere Island, the most northerly post office in the western world. Then, sometime 
during the latter part of August, the Nascopie pushes her way southwest to Fort Ross, the 
half-way house of the Northwest Passage. There the Nascopie meets the company's supply 
ship, the Aklavik, which with luck has already met the motor schooner, Fort Ross, several 
hundred miles to the southwest. The cargo of the Nascopie is transferred to the Aklavik, and 
the two vessels part company. The Nascopie then sails back toward warmer climes, and the 
Aklavik returns on the route by which she came -to distribute goods and supplies to the com-
pany trading posts and stations of the mounted police in the western Arctic. The schooner 
Fort Ross, in order to meet the Aklavik, will have sailed east from as far west as Alaska. 
The trip through the Northwest Passage is an unusual one, indeed. The small number of 
tourists who go look upon wonders that few except explorers and seafaring men have beheld, 
such as vast mountains of ice that never melt, polar bears, seals, walruses, whales, and other 
wild life of the Arctic regions. Most interesting of all, they see Eskimos in their native 
environment. 
The cargo of the ships traveling in the Northwest Passage depends largely upon the fox 
catch in the North. About once in every four years the catch is quite light, and then the 
cargoes are light also. However, trading posts, mounted police, schools and missions, and 
Eskimos must always be supplied. Next to coal and gasoline, the principal supplies carried 
are the four staples of the North- flour, tea, sugar, and tobacco. Not many fats are 
carried, for the Eskimo gets these from the seal and walrus. Next in importance are guns, 
rifles, and ammunition. A heavy blanket material called white duffle, which the Hudson'./ 
Bay Company has been trading to the Eskimo for 200 years, is another cargo item, as are 
twine and rope for fishing nets. When there is a good fox catch, the Eskimo can also buy 
trinkets, watches, musical instruments, candy, etc. Out of the North the ships bring back 
mainly fox pelts- white, black, red, silver, cross, and an occasional rare blue. They also 
bring porpoise hides for leather, porpoise and seal oil for making paints, sealskins for the 
European market, and an occasional polar bear for a zoo. 
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QUESTIONS ON SELECTION NO. 5 
68. At about what time did Admiral Franklin's expedition 
discover the Northwest Passage? 
I) About 1825 3) About 1885 
2) About 1845 4) , About '1905 
69. What does paragraph I tell about the Northwest 
Passage? 
I) What it is and how it was sought for years 
2) That it is an important route to the Orient 
3) That it connects the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans 
4) How long it is and how important it is to shippers 
70. Why is the Northwest Passage not used more by 
shippers? · 
I) There are-no ports along the way where ships can 
get fuel 
2) It is too far north 
3) The distance through it is too great 
4) The Hudson's Bay Company allows only its own 
ships to travel in it 
71. Why does theN ascopie return on the route by which she 
comes instead of going through the passage? ·· 
I) She has -goods to distribute along the return route 
2) She could not return for a year 
3) She cannot carry enough fuel to go through the 
entire passage 
4) :rhe other half of the passage is already blocked by 
1ce 
72. What is the purpose of paragraph 2? 
I) To tell how long the ports are free of ice 
2) To tell why the Nascopie turns back 
3) To tell how often a voyage is made through the 
passage 
\4) To tell why the Northwest Passage is not important 
to shippers 
73. About how many complete trips through the Northwest 
Passage has the N ascopie made? 
I) About 28 3) About 18· 
2) About 56 4) None 
74. What direction is Montreal from the mouth of the St. 
Lawrence River? 
1) Northeast 3) Northwest 
2) Southwest 4) Southeast 
75. Which of these is the name of both a ship and a town? 
I) Craig.:Harbor 3) Nascopie 
' 2) Fort Ross 4) Aklavik 
76. How many ships are used to make a complete trip 
through the passage? 
I) One 3) Three 
2) Two 4) Four 
77. Mter the N ascopie leaves Montreal, where does she 
usually stop first? 
I) At the Saint Lawrence Rivet 
2) At a port on Baffin Island 
3) At a port along Hudson Bay 
4) At Ellesmere Island 
78. For several hundred miles before meeting the N ascopu, 
in what general direction does the Aklavik sail? 
I) Southwest 3) Northeast 
2) Northwest 4) Southeast 
79. About how long does it take the N ascopie to make the 
trip from Montreal to Craig Harbor? 
I) About 5 days 3) About 6 weeks 
2) About 2 weeks 4) About 2 months 
80. Which of these statements about Craig Harbor is true? 
I) It is the coldest port in the world 
2) It is the northernmost port along the route of the 
Nascopie 
3) It is northeast of Baffin Island 
4) It is the first stop made by the Nascopie 
81. Which ship does the Fort Ross meet? 
I) The Montreal 3) The Aklavik 
2) The Nascopie 4) The Craig Harbor 
82. In an outline of the article, which would be the best 
topic for paragraph 4? 
I) "The wild life in the Arctic regions " 
2) "The Eskimos along the way'' 
3) "The trip through the Northwest Passage" 
4) "The things seen on the shores of the passage" 
83. Which would you be least likely to find in large quan-
tities on a ship sailing to the Northwest Passage? 
I) Butter 3) Woolen material 
2) Sugar 4) Gunpowder 
84. In an outline of paragraph 5, one subtopic is "Articles 
brought back from the North." What might be 
another? 
I) "Flour, tea, sugar, and tobacco" 
2) "The fox catch in the North " 
3) "The cargo taken to the North" 
4) "What ships in the Northwest Passage carry" 
85. Which is the best title for the article? 
1) "The Voyage of the Nascopie" 
2) "The Northwest Passage" 
3) "A Trip Through the North" 
4) "The Importance of the Northwest Passage" 
86. Which ship goes farthest north? 
I) No clue is given 3) The Aklavik 
2) The Fort Ross 4) The Nascopie 
87. Why are the cargoes of the ships traveling through the 
Northwest Passage lighter some years than others? 
I) The Eskimos haven't as many furs to trade 
2) The natives have less seal oil to export 
3) The natives have been able to raise more of their 
own food and do not need to buy any 
4) There is a shortage of coal and oil in Canada in 
those years 
(Do not turmthis page until you are told to do so.) 
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PART II.- VOCABULARY 19. A fragrant flower 30. Anticipate a snow- 41. Generally known ' 1) sweet-scented storm 1) favorably 
Directions: Select the word that has most nearly 2) beautiful 1) enjoy 2) intimately 
the same meaning as the italicized word in the 3) ever-blooming 2) foresee 3) slightly 
phrase. Then find the row of boxes on the 4) fragile 3) avoid 4) widely 4) dislike 
answer sheet that is numbered the same as the 20. Destination of the 42. An immortal poem 
exercise and place an X in the proper box. letter 31. Available players 1) wicked 1) sender 1) good 2) lasting 
1. Provide amusement 10. 'A fortunate experi- 2) goal 2) usable 3) inspiring 
1) supply ence 3) postmark 3) unfair 4) long 
2) demand 1) great 4) carrier 4) uncoached 43. Initial cost 
3) applaud 2) lucky 21. An earnest student 32. An associate of his . 1) first 
4) purchase 3) decisive 1) foreign 1) enemy 2) great 
2. To require payment 4) useless 2) penniless 2) employer 3) entire 
11. Retain control 3) sincere 3) comrade 4) unpaid 1) demand 4) brilliant 4) relative 
2) repeat 1) gain 22. Concern for our 33. Except new 44. Evil intention 3) avoid 2) regain pupils 1) deed 
4) make 3) keep safety 1) omit 2) purpose 
4) give up 1) business 2) admit 3) saying 3. Weather data 
12. An indefinite state-
2) precautions 3) introduce 4) 1) complaints 3) anxiety 4) invite appearance 
2) facts ment 4) hope 45. To his interest 
3) 1) false 
34. A civil reply 1) benefit causes 23. The Ozark region 1) polite 
4) predictions 2) positive 1) ·mountains 2) indefinite 2) delight 3) uncertain 3) dismay 
4. A desirable home 2) belief 3) surly 4) serious 4) surprise 
1) large 3) states 4) brief 
2) new 13. A reliable watch 4) district 35. Duly elected 46. A radio manual 
3) tiny 1) expensive 24. A false notion 1) properly 1) coil 
4) attractive 2) unbreakable 1) story 2) easily 2) speaker 
5. Comfort the sorrow- 3) dependable 2) answer 3) recently 3) cabinet 
ing 4) imported 3) idea 4) quietly 4) handbook 
1) feed 14. 1 Propose peace 4) trinket 36. Endure hardship 47. Mortal wound 
2) clothe 1) establish 25. Conduct an inquiry 1) avoid 1) bloody 
3) console 2) destroy 1) direct 2) enjoy 2) serious 
4) ridicule 3) suggest 2) delay 3) long for 3) infected 
4) delay 3) assist 4) bear 4) fatal 6. Definite informa-
15. Properly dressed 4) escape 48. Reception of tion 37. Envy her success new 
1) exact 1) expensively 26. Con firm the report 1) prevent members 1) admission 2) recent 2) fashionably 1) approve 2) begrudge 
3) depressing 3) appropriately 2) sign 3) bring 2) election 
4) false 4) fully 3) verify 4) cheer 3) assessment 4) question 4) initiation 
7. Industrial laborers 16. Bright prospects 38. Essential tools 
1) factory 1) outlook 27. The current month 1) good 49. A desperate criminal 1) last 2) special 1) deliberate 2) poor 2) background 2) short 3) primitive 2) armed 3) skilled 3) decorations 3) rapid 3) reckless 4) energetic 4) ideas 4) necessary 4) present 39. An exhausted mine 4) despicable 8. A generous man 17. Render judgment 28. A worthy objective 1) abandoned 50. Relation of the 
1) rich 1) purchase 1) enterprise 2) dangerous story 
2) retired 2) delay 2) objection 3) emptied 1) location 3) liberal 3) escape 3) business 4) tired 2) details 
4) unwise 4) deliver 4) purpose 3) telling 
40. An exhibition of 4) climax 9. Disposed to go 18. Principal speaker 29. A marked difference bravery 
1) .unwilling 1) chief 1) decided 1) display 
2) inclined 2) dull 2) small 2) result 
3) unable 3) clever 3) unaccountable 3) reward 
4) eager 4) political 4) variable 4) growth 
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tions (>f "Bow?" were :tn the same· r~k ·order e.s the pt:tevio~ ·-
Tables. nWho?tt ·and· "liavei Has?'' questions .were more freqt1entl7 
., " ' - ,· ... '·' . 
asked· tb.an by ohlldren 1n either the, super~~P .OX' ave~ge gl'o'ttps. 
There we:t'le 19'7 girls in the total population.. :'J!a'ble V · 
23 
shows · the tU.stM.butic>n bi · o·:a.tegorie$. and ·the 'pe~centage of the· ·· 
·'4t. questions: asked b1 this :·group. · · 
What?. 
Row? 
Wb7? 
Whot .. . .. . I$,· Are, Was, Were: 
Do, :Ooes, Did!. 
Where? 
When'/ 
Oen? · . 
Which? 
Have, · Ba.s 9 · 
t := t : 1!1 _;.a:: -. · .t~ i : - r ~= . ·;A, .. * ~. ; 
~pmv 
... ·.,' . l; '· j • 
.· 5,327 
. I 
.· fflie largest. nwnbe~ .of· q~stions were "Wb.at'l11 wttb. 1.saa 
or 29.,38 percent., '*ll$;v$~ Bas'iu were. the tewest questions 
asked, w1 tb 21 OX' .39 ·percent. 
'?}here W$1-e ao3·boys "in tbl;) total population. Table VI 
shows the dist:rlbntton 'by. oategol'l$S and ·the· pe~oGntage o'£ the 
questions asked b7'tb$s"gx-oup. 
· ' . 'PABLE.: V~ . : 
· . DIS!l!lBUTION .B!' CA$0BIES ' 
. .. .. OF '1301'S QUES'I!XO;N$ . . . 
gp.esttons 
. c · '1 .H a q:1 
'i .. i . ' 
1171 1aoe 
481 
3t)Z 
S60 
aa1· 
·sa&. 
).~ 
60 
62: 
f ,Q, 
' 0 Wbatf« questions wel'e ln ft~st place With 11 3'71 or 
~o.e4 percent of the total, '.fhe fewest questions wet.te in t)le 
"Have, Has?" oe.tegOP7 with ll o:f' .sa peroerdt. 0Wb.$~e,·u ttwhen," 
and 11Wh1ohn quEiu:1'Mons were tnc:fte frequ.en,ly aake4 than b,- gi:r.-l..s-. 
• 
CHAPTER .v. 
$UMI«AaY ·:A,m) ·.ooNdLl1SIONS.·. 
• • '".-\" ~ \ ~ -~:., . :1 ··, • • 
. . i \ 
'.~!he plU'ipose ··ot ·the stUdy was to anal,-ze . types ot ques• 
. ' 
t:tons asked'b}?' sixth gtt~de ~bild~en.foll~Wlq:ass1~ed reading 
in the social · studies .. ;t'ield41 · · Fottlt· b.tintil:'ed children. ot ave:ttag$ 
. . ' ' . ' . ' 
. . 
1ntell1g~nce wel'e included,. · The questions were gx-oupeCl unde:P 
eleve~ · ea tegortes as set. up by Jentdns.l 
Conclusions can be drawn only 1n so ta:P as data allow. 
'l'he ·results a.%'e ·tnterestlng 'in 'showing the, questions .. childl'Sn 
. ' : . . . . ·. ' ~ ' 
ask fttom re.adfng : soel~l . s tu~t$s .ma ter!al:. In summa:r1 ztns, 
some of the fintlitigs' of this stud)'·w~ch 'ma7 be noted a!'l~U 
1. Ohildtten aski many questions .;from ~ ·a!ne;le · ~eat.U.ng 
of aoc1al studies material• 
e. • The .qu$st:tons most :r~equently · askec.l were "What, " a. 
. total tJ.f 21 956 oxr 30~05 pel'e&nt of the total numbe%'., .· Q~e.Ettions 
of "Have, ··Ra.$ n wel.'e · least frequently asked." a total· of 32 or 
.33 pex-oent. 
s. Aualts1s · bi' tntelllaenee · leve·ls showed that quae ... 
tions of "What?tt were most frequ.ent1'1 asked. at e.ll th%-ee lev• 
. . . . 
els •. Q.uastious of. ~ave,·Has?" wexre'l.aa~t frequentl'Y asked 
$xeept :tn the grQup of below go· I. Q• 1 wh~re there was··a sllsht . 
. . . " . . · . 
dit.ference itt tavor ot 1'Wh1ch?'* Oblldren of b!llow 90 and 90 to 
' . ~ !•, • • ' ' • • • 
25 
•J.·, 
--X~\~: 
110 I •. Qit asked mo:tte que~ t1 ons of· "Dt)1 Do~s, Pt(i•in . than , d1d . 
those of al:love llO ·I • Q.. Ohil<l!'an of above ll.O I. ·ct. $.eked.· · 
. ' . : .. ' . . .. 
mor~ qttest1ons: of ·"Wbe~e?11 and 11Wben?" · th~t1 did ··children at. 
o.thel" I •. Q. lev&ls-.' · .Ohildl'en .'Of. abo~e ll.O I •. Q. asked. mo:fle 
' ' . • .. ' ! : • 
. questions ··than. did children at otht!>:P I• Q. levels. 
26 
· 4. Oompa:t'1son of q\lestions. asked .br be,-$' ana.···siials 
shows that girls asked many more que~t1ons·~ · "~t~" quest!~D.$ 
were asked most frequently .by both boy, and gl!>l'f!f, · and "Ha'V"G• 
Bas?" questions were s.sl.ced least freq'U:en'f¥17 ·b-1 ~oth bo7s and: 
gittls~ G1~1s asked more questions oi' "Do, Does,·· D:1dt" 'than 
did bota• The bo,a asked more . que$tions; of "Whe~e, n fiWha~,." 
and •Which" than d1d the gi:rls.-. 
R$commenda t1 ons for liilrthe:r:- Researcht . 
1~ The material oould be given to a large~ popula~1on 
to compare the reattlts.-
a. . It would be interesting to see if ohild~en of a 
different grade level would ask the same type of questions~ 
3. Material ot a different au.bjeet ma.~ter 'could b.e 
given to aee if the same type of .qu.est1o~s would be asked~ 
• 
. '' 
• 
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